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EERC DISCLAIMER
LEGAL NOTICE This research report was prepared by the Energy & Environmental
Research Center (EERC), an agency of the University of North Dakota, as an account of work
sponsored by the North Dakota Industrial Commission and the Energy Development and
Transmission Committee. Because of the research nature of the work performed, neither the EERC
nor any of its employees makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product,
or process disclosed or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement or
recommendation by the EERC.

NDIC DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared by the EERC pursuant to an agreement partially funded by the
Industrial Commission of North Dakota, and neither the EERC nor any of its subcontractors nor
the North Dakota Industrial Commission nor any person acting on behalf of either:
(A)

Makes any warranty or representation, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report or that the use
of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not
infringe privately owned rights; or

(B)

Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the
use of, any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.

Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name,
trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement,
recommendation, or favoring by the North Dakota Industrial Commission. The views and opinions
of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the North Dakota Industrial
Commission.
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PIPELINE LEAK DETECTION – FIELD EVALUATION OF MULTIPLE
APPROACHES FOR LIQUIDS GATHERING PIPELINES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Key Findings
This field evaluation successfully gathered data regarding the performance of leak detection
systems (LDS) applied to liquids gathering pipelines in North Dakota. The strength of this
evaluation rests in the fact that it is built on observed performance of actual LDS on real-world
systems and operating conditions. As such, the collected data reflect the process, measurement,
communication, equipment, and procedural complexity and anomalies that exist in the field but
which might not otherwise be captured in a contrived experiment or simulation with rigid scientific
controls. A number of key findings regarding leak detection approaches in real-world settings
follow.
Performance Results
 Addition of LDS appeared to significantly reduce average size of releases on each of the three
gathering pipeline systems that were evaluated:
- 87%–93% reduction on unpressurized pipeline networks
- 77%–99% on constant-pressure networks
 Addition of CPM (computational pipeline monitoring) appeared to enhance SCADA
(supervisory control and date acccquisition) performance in unpressurized and more complex
liquids gathering pipeline systems. CPM can also potentially estimate leak location, further
reducing response time and volume released.
 Operation of less complex liquids gathering pipeline systems under constant pressure appeared
to significantly reduce the average release size (however, pipeline physical characteristics can
limit the ability of some pipelines to operate under such conditions).

Overall
No LDS
LDS
Average Volume Released Before
Alarm, bbl
Time to Detect, hr

676

75

Constant
Pressure*
SCADA

Unpressurized
SCADA SCADA
+ CPM

47

107

38

1–3

1–6

1–2

* Note: Constant pressure pipeline systems evaluated during this project were also smaller, less complex systems.
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 LDS technologies vary widely in complexity, cost, and effectiveness. It is not appropriate to
extrapolate the results of this field evaluation to other systems. There is no single, best solution
for all gathering systems. In fact, as evidenced by test participants, multiple technologies are
often employed simultaneously.
 A trade-off exists between faster detection and ability to detect smaller leaks. The penalty for
pursuing faster detection of smaller leaks is an increase in false alarms. A limited number of
false alarms can indicate that the LDS is sensitive to smaller leaks, but an excessive number of
false alarms can be a distraction to operators.
 As reported in the Energy & Environmental Research Center’s (EERC’s) December 2015

study, “Liquids Gathering Pipelines: A Comprehensive Analysis,” the importance of LDS is
secondary to high-quality construction, inspection, maintenance, and operation of pipelines and
to appropriate preparation and effective response to leaks that occur. However, as evidenced by
the results of this study, LDS improves the timeliness of leak detection and reduces the volume
of releases. It is therefore prudent that operators consider implementing LDS. Such
consideration can be demonstrated by preparation and implementation of a formal leak
detection plan.
Improvements as a Result of Testing
 By participating in this field evaluation, pipeline operators discovered limitations in their LDS
and improvements that could be made. Each operator adopted at least one of the following
improvements: tightened alarm settings to increase sensitivity, additional leak detection
techniques to compensate for limitations in existing techniques, increased resolution or
sampling frequency of some measurements, and/or additional leak-indicating variables not
currently tracked.
Background
North Dakota has experienced a nearly fivefold increase in oil production since 2008,
leading to rapid buildout of supporting infrastructure, including nearly 23,000 miles of gathering
pipeline to transport crude oil and produced water from the production wells to various processing
facilities. The vast majority of the fluids moving through the state’s pipeline infrastructure reach
their destination without incident. In fact, for every 10,000 barrels of fluid handled, only one is
spilled. Nonetheless, growing public concern in North Dakota about the adverse effects of
produced fluid spills on the environment led to passage of House Bill (HB) 1358. This legislation
addressed many factors impacting gathering pipelines in North Dakota, including appropriating
funding for the EERC to complete a study investigating construction standards and monitoring
systems for liquids gathering pipelines. This study was utilized to guide the North Dakota
Industrial Commission’s (NDIC’s) consideration of new administrative rules. The first of these
new rules was released for comment in February 2016. The rules were approved by the North
Dakota Legislature’s Administrative Rules Committee in December 2016 and will become
effective on January 1, 2017.
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HB 1358 further directed the EERC to conduct a pilot project to evaluate a pipeline leak
detection and monitoring system under real-world conditions. Going beyond the strict mandate of
HB 1358, this field evaluation (the subject of this report) included testing multiple leak detection
approaches on several pipeline systems operated by three different companies. This approach
avoided the cost of building a test system and enabled a broader assessment of multiple LDS under
multiple operating conditions.
A primary goal of the state is to ensure industry employs best practices to achieve safe
transport of fluids and rapid detection and response in the event that a leak occurs. The results of
this field evaluation provide valuable understanding and data about LDS performance on gathering
pipelines, supporting efforts to allow monetization of North Dakota’s vast petroleum resources
while protecting public safety and the environment. The dynamic nature of oil production, rural
geography, and extreme climate make the design, installation, and operation of gathering pipelines
more difficult than pipelines in other industries and areas. These regionally unique aspects must
be considered as operational practices, regulations, and technologies are developed to improve the
safety and reliability of gathering pipelines. Within this context, it is important for the reader to
understand several key assumptions that guided this project:
1) LDS do not typically prevent leaks, but they can minimize the magnitude or consequence
of a leak.
2) LDS require installation of significant infrastructure to enable their use.
3) LDS performance degrades as operations and/or instrumentation deviate from optimal
conditions.
4) LDS performance and optimal conditions vary from one detection approach to another.
5) LDS effectiveness has an important human component.
6) While LDS do find leaks, undetected leaks have occurred even in piping and detection
systems considered to be of the highest quality.
LDS performance is not a product solely of LDS technology. Rather, it is the result of a
complex relationship between the LDS technology, pipeline physical characteristics, and pipeline
operating conditions at a specific point in time. This relationship is depicted graphically in
Figure ES-1. Best performance arises when the LDS is designed and tuned for existing pipeline
characteristics and conditions. Performance decreases as operating conditions move away from
optimal—which can happen moment to moment—and as pipeline physical characteristics change
because of aging or modification of pipelines. When LDS performance is evaluated, it is important
to consider pipeline characteristics and conditions as well as the LDS technology.
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Figure ES-1. Elements of LDS performance.

Participating Volunteer Partners
Three pipeline operating companies agreed to participate in this field evaluation, each with
a unique approach to leak detection and each relying on some type of SCADA system.
Additionally, two of these companies agreed to participate in additional tests using an alternative
LDS: one using a CPM approach and the other monitoring composite pipe annular space pressure.
Thus the field evaluation project observed and evaluated the performance of the following:







Seven varied LDS approaches developed
Five different entities applied
Six gathering lines of varying age and complexity
Three operators
Four patterns of withdrawal
Eight days over the summer of 2016

It should be noted that the gathering pipeline systems of two of the field evaluation partner
companies were similar in age and complexity. Both systems were simple, with only a few pumps
on any lateral and only one or two pumping at any instant. Both companies’ systems were fairly
new, homogeneous in their design across their wellsites and, at the time of evaluation,
overdesigned in anticipation of future multifold expansion. Additionally, both LDS appear to have
been designed in conjunction with their pipeline systems. Consequently, both systems were nearly
ideal in that many of the issues that might be encountered by more complex gathering systems
with aging instrumentation and infrastructure were not evident. The third company’s systems were
older, much larger and complex, and less consistent (having originally been constructed by other
operators). These are some of many factors that must be considered when seeking to understand
and evaluate the performance of different LDS technologies.
Results Summary
The EERC conducted LDS testing using a general methodology tailored to meet the unique
conditions of each pipeline and LDS. A test metering skid was designed and built by the EERC to
allow EERC researchers to withdraw fluid from the partner company’s pipeline, measure the rate
x|Page

and total flow withdrawn, and compare actual withdrawal data to the partner company’s LDS.
Fluids withdrawn from the pipeline were piped to a tanker truck and disposed of. The generalized
test plan consisted of withdrawing fluid from the gathering pipeline at a steady rate and measuring
the time and volume of fluid required before the partner company’s LDS identified the “leak” and
alarmed. Multiple tests were conducted at different flow rates and durations to assess the impact
of different leak conditions on the LDS response.
A wide range of leak detection performance was observed from the EERC’s fluid withdrawal
tests (FWTs). Many different leak rates were evaluated. The time required to detect a leak for each
test resulted in a wide range of “spilled” volumes. This variability can be attributed to many factors,
including magnitude of gathering pipeline system flow rates, differences in the LDS, different
geography and elevation of the pipeline system, and differences in the operational conditions—
specifically, whether the pipeline is operated under pressurized or unpressurized conditions.
Because testing was conducted on existing operational gathering systems, controlled tests could
not be conducted to evaluate the effect of each of these factors on leak detection performance.
However, a review of the data does provide some insight into these effects.
A summary of LDS performance during constant withdrawal rate testing is provided in
Table ES-1. This information illustrates the wide range of spill volumes that occur based on test
results and projections derived from available data.
Table ES-1. Summary of Constant Withdrawal Rate EERC Modeled FWT Spill Volumes
Average, bbl
Max., bbl
Min., bbl
75
299
<1
All 17 FWTs
47
202
<1
Five Tests on Pressurized Systems, SCADA
107
299
12
Eight Tests on Unpressurized Systems, SCADA
38
90
16
Four Tests on Unpressurized Systems, CPM
676
1199
132
All 17 Tests after 24-hr Manual Flow Accounting
Operating gathering pipelines under constant pressure helps to reduce pipeline slack and
makes leak detection by volume or mass balance (comparison of total fluid into the pipeline vs.
total fluid out of the pipeline) much easier. Because void volume within the pipeline system is
reduced, every barrel of fluid pumped into the system forces a barrel out of the system, making
detection of leaked fluid easier. However, not all gathering systems can be operated under pressure
since large elevation changes can lead to operating pipe pressures that exceed pressure
specifications.
Another measure of LDS performance is the time required to detect a leak and alarm. Out of
the tests conducted on pressurized gathering systems, the time required to detect a leak varied from
less than 1 hour to almost 3 hours, excluding one test that was performed below the known
detection threshold. In this case, the leak would likely be detected through a 24-hour manual
volume comparison. The time required to detect a leak from tests on the unpressurized pipeline
system ranged from less than 1 hour to nearly 6 hours. The time required for CPM LDS to detect
a leak during testing on the unpressurized pipeline system ranged from less than 1 hour to under
2 hours.
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The existence of pipeline slack in unpressurized gathering pipeline systems allows large
amounts of fluid to be pumped into the pipeline, filling void volume, before flow increases out of
the system. This condition can lead to slower response time in identifying a leak. Further, the
amount of slack within the pipeline changes with time and operating conditions, creating a very
dynamic condition that is hard to predict.
Cost–Benefit Analysis
Acknowledging the limitations of data collected from this field evaluation’s relatively small
set of pipeline conditions and LDS, the results provide some insight into the benefits that could be
achieved by implementing SCADA-based or CPM-based technologies.
The addition of SCADA to a pressurized gathering pipeline system resulted in a 77%–99%
reduction in total spill volume (depending upon how the data were averaged) when compared
against manual logging and a time to detect of less than 3 hours. On unpressurized pipelines, the
addition of SCADA resulted in a spill volume reduction of 87%–93% compared to daily volume
accounting and a time to detect of less than 6 hours.
Using a simplified model pipeline system, defined for this analysis as a six-inlet gathering
system with 10 miles of buried pipe, the addition of SCADA-based leak detection could cost as
little as $100,000 (not including system development labor and management costs, which are likely
significant but could not be ascertained from information provided by field evaluation partners) if
communication costs are kept to a minimum and if existing instrumentation and process controls
are SCADA-capable. This cost can climb to several million dollars if a more robust fiber-optic
communication network is needed and installed as a retrofit to an existing pipeline system.
The use of CPM LDS requires an incremental addition of computer hardware and software
on top of the entire infrastructure required for a SCADA-based LDS. Field evaluation results
suggest that the addition of CPM to an unpressurized gathering system could provide a 96%
reduction in total spill volume when compared to daily flow accounting and would reduce the time
to detect to less than 2 hours. This improvement over SCADA would require an incremental cost
of $50,000–$100,000 above the cost of SCADA, not including internal development labor costs,
which are significant and difficult to accurately predict.
These costs are based on a relatively small model gathering system and are system-specific.
Actual costs can vary significantly because of topography, miles of pipeline, and number of
wellsites. Costs have been included here to provide an order-of-magnitude estimate for comparison
with observed LDS performance.
An Important Note on Limitations of This Field Evaluation
Within this report, the authors provide observations of performance of several LDS on
several unique gathering pipeline system configurations. The reader must avoid the temptation to
directly compare performance of one LDS to another. This study does not, in any way, intend to
directly compare performance of LDS. In fact, such comparisons are inappropriate to make
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accurately unless a controlled experiment with controlled test conditions is executed. This was not
achievable within the scope, budget, and schedule prescribed to this project.
The results inform the reader on a possible range of system performance to calibrate
expectations. These results cannot be directly extrapolated to other pipeline systems because
myriad design/operational/environmental factors would significantly impact performance results.
Similarly, costs to apply any particular LDS to various gathering systems vary widely because of
many of these same factors.

Conclusions
This state-funded field evaluation resulted in real-world testing of LDS on three companies’
gathering pipelines. This testing provided each gathering pipeline operator with valuable
information that led to actual improvements to their LDS—improvements made after testing to
improve sensitivity, add functionality, or reduce time to alarm in the event of a leak. The execution
of this project directly contributed to improved leak detection functionality for multiple gathering
pipeline systems operated by the three partner companies, reducing spill risk.
Basic performance results of each LDS tested are summarized in Table ES-2.

Table ES-2. Summary of Test Results

Participating
Company
Company A
Company B1
Company B2
Company C1
Company C2

LDS Characterization
Volume balancing and pressure rate
of change monitoring
Volume balancing over multiple
moving time windows
Statistical evaluation of flow balance
and pressures with learning
components
Instantaneous flow balancing
Annular space pressure measurement

Leak Rate,
bbl/hr

Volume
Withdrawn
at Time of
Alarm, bbl

Time to
Detect, hr

5.5–5.6

13.8 –16.2

2.8–2.9

21.2–49.9

11.6–121.3

0.29–5.71

20.8–50.0

16.3–89.1

0.43–1.78

8.4–14.0

0.1–0.94
No data

0.07–0.96

Note: Differences in test conditions preclude direct comparison of performance.

Findings from the previously completed study and results from this field evaluation agree
and indicate that adding some form of leak detection technology to pipelines increases the
likelihood that a leak will be identified sooner, that leak magnitude will be reduced (relative to
simple daily volume accounting), and that a leak will be located (if CPM is employed). Indeed,
accurate location will reduce the response time and mitigate the environmental impact. An
investment in LDS can be justified when compared to the cost of remediation of large spills.
However, LDS technologies vary widely in complexity, cost, and effectiveness. There is no
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panacea for all gathering systems. It would be inappropriate and inaccurate to extrapolate these
results to all gathering systems.
Pressurized gathering pipelines allow faster leak identification than unpressurized systems.
In many cases, the topography of a region may prevent continuous pressurized operation because
of pipeline pressure design limits. In these cases, alternative approaches may be used to enhance
accurate flow balance through the use of backflow preventers, breakout tanks, or operating sections
of pipeline systems under pressurized conditions.
This field evaluation project evaluated the performance of LDS and their ability to identify
the occurrence of a leak. It was not within the scope to assess any company’s effectiveness at
responding to a notification of a leak.
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PIPELINE LEAK DETECTION – FIELD EVALUATION OF MULTIPLE
APPROACHES FOR LIQUIDS GATHERING LINES
INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen growth in the oil industry at a rate that is unprecedented in the
history of North Dakota. With over 12,000 producing oil wells in the state, oil production has
undergone a nearly fivefold increase since 2008. Produced water is also generated along with the
oil in volumes that are comparable to oil production. Industry has installed nearly 23,000 miles of
gathering pipeline to move these tremendous volumes of fluids from the wellhead to various
processing facilities. The vast majority of the fluids moving through the state’s pipeline
infrastructure reach their destination without incident. In fact, for every 10,000 barrels of fluid
handled, only one is spilled. However, the increasing size of the system means that even low
incident rates may result in a greater number of spills and attendant volumes in a given year. There
has been growing public concern in North Dakota about the effects of spills of oil and produced
water on agriculture, public health, and the environment.
A primary goal of the state is to ensure that industry is employing best practices to ensure
safe transport of fluids and rapid leak detection and attendant response in the event that a leak
occurs. The results of the study will support the state’s efforts to develop prudent regulations that
enable the monetization of North Dakota’s vast petroleum resources while protecting public safety
and the environment. The dynamic nature of oil production, rural geography of western North
Dakota, and extreme regional climate conditions make the design, installation, and operation of
gathering pipelines more difficult than pipelines in other industries and areas. These regionally
unique aspects must be considered as operational practices, regulations, and technologies are
developed to improve the safety and reliability of gathering pipelines.
Pipeline Leak Detection Field Evaluation Pilot Project Directed by House Bill 1358
On April 20, 2015, North Dakota Governor Jack Dalrymple signed into law House Bill (HB)
1358. This legislation addressed the state’s regulatory oversight of gathering pipelines for
produced water and crude oil. The bill included enhancements for the prevention and detection of
pipeline leaks and expanded the state’s remediation and restoration program for land and water
resources impacted by oil and gas development.
HB 1358 also authorized the North Dakota Industrial Commission (NDIC) to develop new
rules involving the construction and operation of gathering pipelines. The bill included funding for
the Energy & Environmental Research Center (EERC) to complete a study (Phase I) investigating
construction standards and monitoring systems for liquids gathering pipelines. This study was
utilized to guide NDIC’s consideration of new administrative rules. The first of these new rules
was released for comment in February 2016. The rules were approved by the North Dakota
Legislature’s Administrative Rules Committee in December 2016 and will become effective on
January 1, 2017.

1

HB 1358 further directed the EERC to conduct a pilot project (Phase II) to evaluate a pipeline
leak detection and monitoring system. The overarching objective of the legislatively mandated
study was to determine the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of requiring leak detection and
monitoring technology on new and
existing pipeline systems. The more
narrow objective of the field evaluation
project was to demonstrate real-world
applications of leak detection systems
(LDS) and to define achievable
performance. Going beyond the strict
mandate of HB 1358, this pilot project
actually evaluated and demonstrated on
working pipelines several pipelinemonitoring practices and technologies
identified in Phase I.
For purposes of this study, we choose to base our definition of LDS on concepts provided
by the American Petroleum Institute’s (API’s) Recommended Practice 1175 “Pipeline Leak
Detection – Program Management,” defining a leak detection system as the collection of resources
or components, including but not limited to processes, personnel, facilities, and equipment,
intentionally and systematically applied to support leak and rupture identification on a specified
segment of pipeline. An LDS can observe pipeline conditions continuously or noncontinuously,
internally and/or externally; can interpret observations automatically or with human intervention;
and can apply a single or multiple technologies to detect and indicate a leak.
Intent of Field Evaluation Phase
The gathering pipeline monitoring and leak detection field evaluation project prescribed by
HB 1358 served as a platform to test current and new leak detection technologies applied to
gathering systems. This field evaluation project was conducted to test performance, determine
infrastructure requirements, estimate cost to pipeline operators, and provide objective analysis of
the cost/performance ratio. It does not address the peripheral factors influencing leak detection,
such as human performance. The human factor is an important facet of response, but the study is
confined to an assessment of the more automated components of LDS.
While much information was provided in the original EERC report entitled “Liquids
Gathering Pipelines: A Comprehensive Analysis,” the field evaluation project reported herein was
designed to provide additional detail on the broad array of liquids gathering pipeline leak detection
systems employed in North Dakota. It was hoped that this information could highlight both the
challenges and benefits of application of such systems within a context appropriate for
consideration by North Dakota lawmakers and regulators.
The intent of HB 1358 with respect to this study was to determine the “feasibility and costeffectiveness” of LDS applied to gathering pipeline systems in North Dakota. It is with that
direction that the EERC conducted this work.

2

Within this report, the authors report on EERC observations of performance of several LDS
on several unique gathering pipeline system configurations. The reader must avoid the temptation
to directly compare performance of one LDS to another. This study does not, in any way, intend
to directly compare performance of LDS. Such comparisons are inappropriate, unless a controlled
experiment with controlled test conditions is executed. It was not financially feasible to construct
an operating pipeline and install leak detection systems onto that pipeline within the scope, budget,
and schedule prescribed to the project. Such a “test” pipeline would also not likely be able to
adequately replicate real-world conditions.
The results inform the reader on a possible range of system performance to calibrate
expectations. These results cannot be directly extrapolated to other pipeline systems because
myriad design/operational/environmental factors would significantly impact performance results.
Similarly, costs to apply any particular LDS to various gathering systems vary widely because of
many of these same factors.
Prior Assessments of Leak Detection System Performance
The EERC report entitled “Liquids Gathering Pipeline: A Comprehensive Analysis”
contained a lengthy discussion on previous LDS studies, including a 2012 Pipeline and Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) study, a 1999 Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation study, and preliminary reports on a 2015 Nexen Energy pipeline failure with possible
implications for LDS performance expectations. The reader is advised to review this discussion in
that report, which can be found at www.undeerc.org/Bakken/Pipeline-Study.aspx. These reports
all indicate that LDS, although useful in reducing the magnitude of a leak, cannot prevent leaks.
Also available in the EERC report is a detailed description of available approaches to leak
detection, including many approaches to internal leak detection and fewer approaches to external
leak detection. This information may further assist the reader in understanding the limits of
applying LDS to liquids gathering pipelines and thus may assist the reader in understanding the
approaches employed by the volunteer field evaluation partners on which the EERC reports herein.
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Phase I Key Findings on Leak
Detection Systems

Key findings of the Phase I study with respect to the statistical analysis of spills and LDS
can be summarized in the orange balloon below.
Leak detection technologies reviewed by the EERC pipeline study were
either reported by or considered for use on transmission pipelines, where
their success has been limited. No body of knowledge has been uncovered
by this study documenting application of these technologies to gathering
pipelines, which are expected to be more challenging than transmission
pipelines. It should be emphasized that gathering pipelines present unique
challenges to leak detection technologies. As a result, some care must be
taken when transmission pipeline experience is extrapolated to gathering
pipelines.
Most pipeline leaks are discovered visually by people who happen to be
in the vicinity of the spill. Sensor and software technology is evolving to
meet the needs of leak detection but has not yet achieved perfect
reliability. To identify leaks earlier and to minimize impacts, operators
should be encouraged to incorporate SCADA (supervisory control and
data acquisition) technologies on their gathering systems. This will
improve communication within and between the various operators using
the system. A modest investment in advanced systems to decrease the
impact of pipeline spills is easily justified when a company recognizes
that costs of remediation efforts may be larger by orders of magnitude.

Setting Expectations on LDS
LDS performance is not a product solely of LDS technology. Rather, it is the result of a
complex relationship between the LDS technology, pipeline physical characteristics, and pipeline
operating conditions at a specific point in time. This relationship is depicted graphically in
Figure 1. Best performance arises when the LDS is designed and tuned for existing pipeline
characteristics and conditions. Performance decreases as operating conditions move away from
optimal—which can happen moment to moment—and as pipeline physical characteristics change
because of aging or modification of pipelines. When LDS performance is evaluated, it is important
to consider pipeline characteristics and conditions as well as the LDS technology.
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Figure 1. Elements of LDS performance.

It will be helpful for the reader to digest the contents of the current report with a realistic set
of expectations regarding LDS. LDS are risk mitigation technologies capable of reducing the
number and severity of leak incidents but are not a panacea for stopping leaks. Important
calibrations of expectations are listed in the yellow balloons below.

1. Leak detection systems do not prevent leaks.
Pipelines are ubiquitous in modern society and provide much of the transportation of our
water, oil, and natural gas. Unintended release of these commodities from the pipeline
negatively impacts both the environment and operator finances. Naturally, therefore,
attempts are made to reduce the likelihood of these occurrences.
In the event of an unintended release of the transported commodity, the objective is to
minimize both loss of commodity and damage to the surrounding environment. Herein lies
the mission of LDS: not to prevent leaks and commodity release but to alert the pipeline
operator of the release such that it can be minimized. Control rooms dedicated to pipeline
monitoring do aid in the reaction to leaks, but specialized LDS enhance the ability of an
operator to identify a leak quickly and accurately.
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2. Leak detection systems require installation of significant infrastructure.

In its most basic form, an internal LDS is a suite of physical measurements of a commodity
being transported by a pipeline evaluated for inconsistencies that would indicate an
imbalance between system inlets and outlets. For liquid commodities, these physical
measurements can include temperature, pressure, density, volume, and mass of the material
being transported. These measurements are taken at multiple locations along the pipeline to
assess the quantity of commodity entering and leaving the pipeline at any given moment.
This information is communicated to a location that performs accounting functions and
reports potential loss of commodity due to theft or unintended release. This communication
can be formatted as analog or digital data and can be transmitted via cellular data networks,
radio data networks, satellite transmission, or direct fiber-optic communication. All of these
options are currently utilized in North Dakota. Application of these data flows varies
significantly, depending on company, location, topography, and third-party availability.
This instrumentation and communication network requires significant planning and
development to properly deploy, operate, and maintain and can, therefore, be quite costly.

3. Leak detection system performance degrades as operations and instrumentation
deviate from design conditions.

A key factor for effective LDS performance is instrumentation maintenance. Many
organizations have routine instrumentation maintenance schedules. The wetted sensor can
drift or become fouled with material and will give less accurate readings to the SCADA
system if not maintained regularly. Additionally, gathering pipeline system operations
change, sometimes at fairly significant rates because of various factors, including production
decline of wells with time, changes in the number of gathering pipeline system inputs,
changes in instrumentation quality and quantity over time, etc. All of these factors require
change management schemes that are designed to bring all of the personnel involved and the
actual LDS itself up to date and functioning effectively within the parameters of the latest
system changes.
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4. Leak detection system performance and optimal conditions vary from one
detection approach to another.

Each LDS demonstrated within this field evaluation project possessed unique physical and
operational attributes. In gathering pipeline systems, this is the norm, not the exception.
Gathering pipeline operators exhibit wide diversity in approaches to, and circumstances
affecting, leak detection and pipeline operational monitoring:
 Packed vs. Slack Lines: Two of the gathering pipelines systems demonstrated within
this project were pressurized. The third system operated with limited, intermittent
pressure and slack lines. Fluid leaks are easier to identify in pressurized and packed
lines than in slack lines. However, because of topography, materials of construction,
and other operational conditions, it may not be possible for all pipelines to run
pressurized and packed.
 Control Room Facilities and Operations: One system employed a continuously
manned control room in another state; one system employed a small, portable
monitoring building at the disposal site which was only periodically manned but
which has an advanced alarm notification system; and one system utilized an in-state,
but remotely located, control room that was also continuously manned. These
approaches result in vastly differing data management and transmission needs.
 Specific Algorithm Employed: Each of these systems employed unique approaches
to leak detection algorithms: statistical methods, physics-based modeling, simple
monitoring combined with operator intuition, or other methodologies.
 Communications Infrastructure: Each pipeline operations area in North Dakota
presents unique communications infrastructure limitations. Hilly terrain is
challenging to radio communications. Cellular communications towers are in limited
supply in remote back country. Rights of way are often not negotiated to permit use
of expensive fiber-optic cable communications. Companies must navigate these
challenges specific to the location of each gathering pipeline system. Some gathering
pipeline systems may require the integration of multiple communications platforms.
 Topography: Elevation changes across a gathering pipeline system result in greatly
varying pressures because of hydraulic head. This, in turn, drives multiple gathering
system design aspects and thus employment of leak detection on that system.
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5. Leak detection effectiveness has an important human component.
Previous studies have concluded that most pipeline leaks are discovered by humans in the
vicinity of the leak. Another important aspect of human factors in leak detection is the
human–machine interface in the control room. Most LDS will issue an alarm. It is then left
to the control room operator to determine the validity of the alarm and next steps to be taken.
Many factors affect the time required to make decisions and the outcome of the control room
operator’s response: amount and quality of information displayed by the SCADA/LDS (e.g.,
large numbers of false alarms can decrease operator sensitivity to alarms), quantity of
competing duties assigned to the operator, presence of other personnel in the control room,
fatigue, extent of operator training, and many other factors.
In a National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) review of 13 hazardous liquid pipeline
accidents, NTSB found that ten incidents exhibited significant delays in reaction time due to
causes directly related to human factors in LDS. Developing good control room management
with procedures that include best industry practices and proper training methods should be
a significant part of the overall LDS and process.

6. While leak detection systems do find leaks, undetected leaks have occurred even
in piping and detection systems considered to be of the highest quality.
The Nexen Energy pipeline in northern Alberta was described as one of the most
technologically advanced and safest pipelines ever commissioned. It consisted of double
wall, pipe-in-pipe construction, with a state-of-the-art continuous fiber-optic external LDS.
On July 15, 2015, a contractor walking along the pipeline discovered a 5-million-liter
(31,500-barrel) spill of bitumen, sand, and water. According to various news accounts
(D’Aliesio and others, 2015), the pipeline may have been leaking for almost 2 weeks before
the leak was discovered. This would also imply that the containment pipe, the external fiberoptic system, and any internal leak detection and SCADA monitoring systems were
ineffective in detecting the 31,500-barrel leak. While the cause of the pipeline failure was
identified and publicly disclosed a year after the incident, no explanation for the LDS failure
has been released. However, whether the root cause is found to be controller error, LDS error,
or a design flaw, the principles of aggressive controller training, examining leading indicators
that lead to failure, and spill response planning are still relevant.
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Important Characteristics for Evaluating Leak Detection Systems
While LDS are commonly evaluated in various ways (e.g., cost and performance,
quantitative, and qualitative) and by numerous characteristics, perhaps the most important
characteristic is the fact that no single LDS is effective on all pipelines at all times. For this reason
in 2003, Germany published rules (Technische Regel für Rohrfernleitungen) governing pipelines
that transport flammable or otherwise dangerous fluids which require application of multiple LDS
approaches to such pipelines.
Yet, even when multiple systems are applied, conditions can arise that mask leaks (e.g.,
Nexen’s 2015 Alberta pipeline leak was monitored by an LDS that has been described as
“foolproof,” yet leaked an estimated 31,500 bbl before being discovered). A second important
characteristic is that LDS detect, but do not prevent, leaks. This absence of certainty in detecting
all leaks and inability to prevent leaks does not imply that LDS has no value. On the contrary, such
systems have detected many pipeline leaks and greatly reduced the volumes of fluids that might
otherwise have been released and impacted surroundings of the pipelines. For this reason,
implementation of LDS on gathering pipeline systems has been increasing with time and is
expected to continue.
LDS have been characterized as being “internal” or “external.” Internal LDS monitor
conditions within pipes to infer that a leak exists. External LDS monitor pipe, surroundings in
contact with pipe, or aboveground surroundings to identify indications of leaks. Internal LDS apply
SCADA oftentimes in conjunction with specialized computer software termed “computational
pipeline monitoring” (CPM) to identify conditions within the pipe that are indicative of leaks.
External LDS employs sensors in close proximity to pipelines or aboveground remote sensors to
detect indications of leaks.
Both types of LDS identify leaks by comparing actual pipeline or surrounding conditions
with either an understanding of “no-leak” conditions or an understanding of conditions that leaks
create. Such understanding can derive from application of physical principles to the pipeline
situation or historical experience of the pipeline. As depicted graphically in Figure 2, the
effectiveness or quality of an LDS, relies on:
1. How closely the understanding of the pipeline matches the actual physical state and
behavior of that pipeline.
2. How closely the monitoring of the pipeline matches the actual physical state and
behavior of that pipeline.
3. How effectively they can be compared.
Comparison can be automatic (e.g., comparing two numerical values such as a measurement
and an alarm limit) or might involve more qualitative interpretation. In both instances, human
judgment is involved either in establishing the alarm limit or establishing guidelines for and
performing interpretation. Thus, in both cases, the characteristic of understandability or simplicity
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Figure 2. Relationship between recognizing a potential leak and actual pipeline behavior.
is required to enable the human decision maker to make the best possible decision. Another
important characteristic affecting the effectiveness of LDS is timeliness. Delays in acquiring
information or performing the comparison can reduce the effectiveness of the LDS by delaying
action to stop a leak.
An overarching characteristic of LDS is cost. These costs include the following:
 Cost to acquire understanding
 Cost to install adequate monitoring
which includes field sensors
 Cost of communication
infrastructure
 Cost of computers and related
infrastructure
 Cost to develop procedures
 Cost to train controllers

 Cost to develop software to aid
controllers in decision making
 Cost of facilities
 Cost of other infrastructure
 Cost to operate
 Cost to maintain
 Cost to update
 Cost to upgrade the above as time
degrades equipment, pipelines
expand, and other conditions
change

LDS vary considerably with respect to the demands they place on the amount, accuracy,
quality, and timeliness of information and resources which creates a broad range of costs over time
among LDS.
API‐Defined Factors
Recommended practices (RPs) of the API, such as RP-1130 “Computational Pipeline
Monitoring for Liquids,” RP-1149 “Pipeline Variable Uncertainties and Their Effect on Leak
Detection,” and RP-1175 “Pipeline Leak Detection Program Management” provide numerous
LDS characteristics that can be applied in evaluating LDS effectiveness. A summary of these RPs
is provided in Appendix A. API RP-1130 has identified four performance metrics and several
10

criteria for each. RP-1175 has identified several key performance indicators (KPI) that provide
criteria by which to quantify LDS performance. A subset of these criteria, defined in Table 1, was
considered in evaluating the performance of systems that participated in leak withdrawal testing.
Project limitations such as project schedule and resources, test time available during a single day,
and the fact that testing was performed on operating gathering pipelines constrained which metrics
could be evaluated.
Table 1. Four Metrics for Assessing Leak Detection Performance
Metric
Definition
Limitation Relative to Field Evaluation
Measure of an LDS ability to
continue to function and provide
Requires operating outside of design
conditions, which is not easily accomplished
Robustness useful information under
conditions that are outside of the on live, operating gathering pipelines.
system’s design conditions.
Requires monitoring gathering pipelines for
extended periods of time (durations that could
Measure of an LDS ability to
potentially have exceeded this project’s
Reliability accurately report the existence of schedule) to obtain false indication statistics
a leak.
such as false positive or “alarm under no-leak
conditions” indications, and false negative or
“failure to detect leak” indications.
Measure of an LDS ability to
detect and notify operators of a
Requires the operator to set tight alarm limits
leak. Related to time to alarm and
that would result in increased false positive
leak size. The penalty for
alarms. This was another undesirable
Sensitivity
increased sensitivity is increased
condition to impose on live, operating
likelihood of false positive
gathering pipelines.
alarms; false alarms can decrease
operator sensitivity to alarms.
This metric could be evaluated in a limited
sense. The extent was limited by the roughly
8-hour maximum daily test duration. This, in
Measure of the validity of LDS
turn, limited the minimum size of withdrawal
estimates of leak characteristics
that could be detected by the LDS during
Accuracy
(e.g., leak location, flow rate, and
testing (i.e., smaller leaks require more time
volume released).
to detect) and was limited by the fact that not
all operators monitor and record each leak
characteristic.
Ultimately, six KPIs were evaluated:
SENSITIVITY KPIs
 Observed withdrawal volume
 Flow rate alarm points
 Observed time to alarm

ACCURACY KPIs
 Withdrawal flow rate errors
 Volume errors
 Location errors
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The limited duration of this project also limited the project’s ability to thoroughly investigate
false positive alarms and thus the metric of sensitivity. The EERC acknowledges this limitation in
this field evaluation. A thorough evaluation of this metric would require a statistically
representative sample of alarms incurred over an extended period of time—years, perhaps. The
reader is encouraged to understand that almost any LDS can be tuned to respond to ultralow
thresholds to achieve frequent alarms. This, however, must be balanced against the need to
maintain a relatively high focus on alarms that do occur. Too many alarms tend to diminish the
response of pipeline operations staff to those alarms.
Other Factors
Other factors, not formally considered by API standards, must be considered by designers
of pipeline control systems and LDS, as summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Other Factors Considered in LDS Evaluation
Factor
Description
Selection of a leak detection method is highly dependent upon the available
instrumentation, communication, and SCADA capability designed into the
Applicability
system.
Changes in operation or system health can reduce the effectiveness of LDS.
Graceful
Graceful degradation monitors for and adapts to these changes to avoid a
Degradation
catastrophic failure.
Resource requirements vary considerably among leak detection approaches.
Sophisticated approaches carry with them greater resource requirements, as
Resource
depicted graphically in Figure 3. Notes below the blocks in the figure
Requirements
indicate approaches employed by field evaluation partners. These companies
will be discussed further in the following report section.
Compatibility of components within an LDS and among the LDS pipeline
and control personnel is critical to achieve optimal or even satisfactory
Compatibility
performance of the LDS.
Because more capable LDS tend to be more sophisticated and more
sophisticated systems are often less easy to use, there is often a trade-off
Ease of Use
between performance and ease of use.
Accessibility to LDS information is mandatory for control personnel but is
sometimes limited by security requirements. Security ensures the reliability
Accessibility
of LDS information by protecting it from tampering and unintended
and Security
disclosure.
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Figure 3. Relative sophistication of various LDS approaches.

SOLICITATION AND SELECTION OF INDUSTRY PARTNERS
During the course of the initial pipeline study (Phase I), the EERC made known among
industry stakeholders advising the study that a follow-on field evaluation project would be
executed, with industry support, in 2016. The EERC briefed the stakeholder group on general
scope of work of the field evaluation project and general expectations of volunteer companies. The
EERC continued to solicit participation from up to three partners into the spring of 2016.
This project was conducted with volunteer participation from willing pipeline operators who
wished to share information with the State of North Dakota on leak detection approaches their
companies considered to be proficient and cost-effective. Industry participation was critical to the
success of this field evaluation project.
Site visits and information exchanges between potential industry partners and the EERC
ultimately resulted in three operating companies volunteering to participate in the field evaluation
project. Industry participation was contingent upon confidentiality. Therefore, the participants are
not identified by name in this report.
In addition to pipeline operator companies, the EERC was also able to secure the
participation of third-party vendors that have marketed their systems in the state for use on liquids
gathering pipelines. One third-party vendor provided a CPM-based leak detection system that was
installed in parallel to an existing leak detection system. This provided valuable data that
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demonstrated benefits and limitations of this particular approach to leak detection. Another thirdparty vendor participated by demonstrating the capability of its composite pipeline material to
function as a critical portion of a leak detection system. These partners are summarized in
Table 3.
Within this report, the EERC refers to these five field evaluation partners as Company A (a
pipeline operator and oil producer), Company B1 (a pipeline operator with no oil production
interests), Company B2 (a computational pipeline monitoring software vendor with experience in
application of CPM to gathering pipelines), Company C1 (a pipeline operator utilizing a thirdparty provider of SCADA-based LDS), and Company C2 (a composite pipeline vendor).

Table 3. Volunteer Participants in LDS Field Evaluation Project
Partner
A
B1/B2
C1/C2

Sector
Oil producer
and pipeline
operator
Pipeline
operator/vendor
Pipeline
operator/vendor

Fluid
Carried

Pressurized
Pipeline?

Pipeline
Material

Leak Detection Technology

Produced
water

Yes

Fiberglass

In-house SCADA LDS

No

HDPE*

Yes

Composite

Produced
water
Produced
water

B1: In-house SCADA LDS
B2: Parallel 3rd-party CPM
C1: 3rd-party SCADA LDS
C2: annular space leak detection

* High-density polyethylene.

PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF FIELD EVALUATION OPERATIONS
General Fluid Withdrawal Test Plan
The EERC approached each field evaluation participant with a generalized test plan for the
fluid withdrawal test (FWT). This generalized test plan was then modified through an iterative
process with each committed organization to tailor the plan to fit their particular systems. The
EERC asked each industrial partner to provide the EERC with a leak detection limit/fluid
withdrawal rate that the company felt was an achievable detection limit for its particular LDS
approach. The team then incorporated that target withdrawal into the test plan.
While each test was somewhat unique, the basic principles of the test plan remained the same
for all of the FWTs. The general test plan is broken out into three separate activities:
1. Arrival and skid set-up
2. FWT
3. Sudden release testing
The arrival and skid set-up activity was conducted to ensure understanding of intended test
protocol with all participants. The FWTs were intended to simulate leaks of different sizes. The
sudden release series was intended to simulate an abrupt rupture at various sizes/leak rates, with a
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focus on observing the impact on pipeline pressure. The generalized test plan is outlined in
Appendix B.
Fluid Withdrawal Metering Skid
The EERC designed and built a metering skid to measure fluid withdrawals from the
pipeline. This metering skid was designed to pass pipeline fluid through a highly accurate Coriolis
mass flowmeter to measure fluid withdrawal rate, density of the fluid, and temperature of the fluid.
These data were recorded for each FWT on a computer connected to the metering skid. The
metering skid measured this fluid withdrawal from a gathering pipeline before the fluid was
transferred to a tanker truck.
A photograph of the EERC metering skid connected to a gathering pipeline is shown in
Figure 4. In this photograph, the metering skid is connected to a gathering pipeline (to the right)
by a steel-braided hose and to a tanker truck (to the left). This photograph shows that a fluid
withdrawal port was available on the gathering pipeline that reduced down to a 1-in. fitting. Two
valves were installed after the reduction: one valve was a ball valve for opening and closing the
flow to the metering skid, and the other was a globe valve for controlling the rate of flow to the
meter skid. The steel-braided hose connected the valve port on the gathering pipeline to the meter
skid.
Figure 5 shows a close-up view of the metering skid connection to a gathering pipeline. Once
through the Coriolis meter, the fluid exited the metering skid through a flexible hose that connected
to a tanker truck. The metering skid logged the data continuously to a laptop for data reduction at
a later date.

Figure 4. EERC metering skid illustrating connection to a gathering pipeline.
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Figure 5. Metering skid connection to the gathering pipeline.

FIELD EVALUATION PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The strength of this evaluation rests in the fact that it is built on observed performance of
actual LDS on real-world systems and operating conditions. As such, the collected data reflect the
process, measurement, communication, equipment, and procedural complexity and anomalies that
exist in the field but which might not otherwise be captured in a contrived experiment or simulation
with rigid scientific controls.
A concerted effort was undertaken to avoid introducing artificial effects other than
withdrawal into the tests. When possible, control room operators were not informed of testing.
Unfortunately, performing more than one test a day often required some form of reset of the LDS
between successive tests. This was not a normal operation and impacted results variously among
different systems.
In evaluating observed performance of gathering pipeline LDS, this study adopted standards
specified in API RP 1130 and RP 1175, as well as API Publication 1155. The study also considered
API RP 1149 and is aware of U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations under PHMSA
(i.e., Title 49 CFR Parts 190-199), Canada’s CSA Standard Z662, and Germany’s Technische
Regel für Rohrfernleitungen.
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Operator Participation and Response to Testing
For many reasons, including realism, FWT is considered to be a petroleum transportation
industry best practice for LDS testing (Vinh and others, 2012). While it is not uncommon for large
interstate pipelines to perform such testing, the resources required to perform such testing on
gathering pipelines with such small flows of low-value liquids are more difficult for gathering
pipeline operators to justify. As a result, the first exercise of a gathering pipeline LDS is, in some
cases, a response to an actual leak.
The operators and CPM vendor that participated in field evaluation activities were very
supportive during all phases of testing: preparation, execution, and posttest data reporting. These
partners should be lauded for their willingness to commit significant resources to the project. Their
participation was instrumental in the success of the project. Operators who voluntarily participated
in this project had not previously accomplished withdrawal testing, were able to observe the system
perform under controlled “leak” conditions, and were generally pleased with their own LDS
performance. Each also discovered limitations of the LDS and improvements that could be made.
Each operator adopted at least one of the following improvements that can be attributed to
participation in this project:
 Tightening alarm settings to increase sensitivity without significantly increasing risk of
false positive alarms
 Incorporating additional leak detection techniques to compensate for limitations in
existing techniques
 Increasing the resolution or sampling frequency of some measurements
 Monitoring leak-indicating variables not currently tracked
Detailed Analysis of Company A Field Evaluation
Company A’s Approach to Leak Detection
Company A utilized an LDS developed in-house to monitor a pressurized produced water
gathering pipeline. Company A’s gathering pipeline system was relatively simple, consisting of
five production sites and one disposal site and was operated with only one or two pumps
functioning at any one time to create an essentially constant pressure of approximately 300 psig to
minimize slack in the pipeline (see Inset A for definition). The decision to operate the pipeline at
a pressure of 300 psig was based upon a company desire to limit the presence of a gas phase. The
company’s position was that slack causes issues with flow measurements, negatively impacting
calculations of fluid volume moved through the line.
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INSET A: DISCUSSION OF SLACK PIPELINE FLOW
Slack pipeline flow is the existence of gas phase in conjunction with the liquid-phase
material at certain positions in the pipeline. This often occurs downstream of a peak in the
pipeline as it traverses through uneven topography.

Illustration of slack pipeline flow
This phenomena is caused by the reduction of pressure in the pipe to below the vapor
pressure of the liquid being transported as a result of an increase in the velocity of the fluid
as it crests and starts flowing down. Slack can be problematic for LDS. In pipelines, the
potential for water hammer in the pipe as vapor bubbles collapse presents serious potential
harm to the integrity of the pipe material.
Slack pipeline can also be used to describe pipelines that run intermittently and have no
flow entering the pipeline for periods of time while fluid is allowed to drain from the
pipeline by gravity when no pumps are running. In this case, the pipeline will have sections
of pipe that remain empty until pumps start up and begin to pack the pipeline, pushing
these gas bubbles to either vents in the pipeline or to the end storage vessel.
Intermittent filling and emptying of pipelines can be problematic for LDS of almost any
kind. For mass or volume balance LDS, some material will necessarily be left in the pipe at
low elevations and will not be accounted for at the outlet of the pipeline, thus giving an
indication that there is a potential leak in the system since not all that has entered the
pipeline has exited the pipeline. The normal method of dealing with this is to average the
flows over several periods of pumps shutting off and the pipeline emptying. This, however,
increases the amount of time required for an LDS to account for leaks.
For systems running CPM, the solution is significantly more complicated computationally.
An example of how slack is dealt with through techniques such as RTTM (real-time
transient modeling) is presented in Nicholas (1995). Company B2 utilizes a different,
proprietary method.
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Company A was the only operator of those volunteering to participate in this field evaluation
project that utilized fiber-optic communications for data transmission from field instruments to the
SCADA server.
Company A’s LDS is SCADA-based and performs balancing of the volumes entering and
exiting the system. Pipeline pressure at the entrance to the saltwater disposal (SWD) site is
maintained at 300 ±2 psig using a combination of pumps and actuated control valves. The LDS
utilizes SCADA inputs to calculate a moving-window volume balance of the commodity flow
through the pipeline in an 8-hour window.
At the start of the first day of testing, the pipeline was moving approximately 100 bbl/hr, but
the flow diminished throughout the day as tanks reached low level limits. The LDS leak detection
limit was set to approximately 1.25% of flow. If, during any 8-hour period, a discrepancy of 1.25%
was detected between the incoming volume and the outgoing volume, a leak detection alarm was
signaled. If the volume imbalance reached 1.5%, the system automatically stopped all pumps and
opened the valve at the SWD site to depressurize the pipeline and minimize commodity release to
the environment.
In addition, the system would alarm if the pressure dropped by greater than 10 psig for more
than 10 seconds. The 10-second time period was used to avoid false alarms under normal operating
conditions. Company A observed empirically that pumps turning on or off affect pressure within
the pipeline. Therefore, a 2.5-minute delay was implemented to allow the pressure to stabilize.
Depending on the commodity release rate, the LDS can signal a leak fairly quickly and be an
effective tool for minimizing unwanted commodity release to the environment.
Specific Description of Company A Test Plan
Company A tests were performed at two separate locations on the same gathering pipeline,
as shown in Figure 6. Location No. 1 was at the gathering pipeline entrance to the SWD site, just
before the pipeline discharged into holding tanks at the SWD wellsite. Location No. 2 was several
miles from the SWD site on the same gathering pipeline, located immediately downstream of a
wellsite. Two locations were selected in an effort to evaluate differences in LDS performance as a
function of location on the gathering pipeline system.
Company A operated the subject gathering pipeline at a constant pressure of approximately
300 psig. Company A’s gathering pipeline has a pressure control valve at the SWD wellsite to
maintain the pipeline pressure. During the first FWT performed at the SWD wellsite, the fluid was
withdrawn a few feet upstream of the pressure control valve.
Company A monitored the gathering pipeline in a control room located at one of its North
Dakota office locations some distance from the gathering pipeline. For this particular gathering
pipeline system, Company A employed fiber-optic communication to connect all instrumentation
and programmable logic controllers (PLCs) to the control room. The use of fiber-optic
communication on a gathering pipeline is extremely beneficial because it dramatically improves
the speed and reliability of data communication over cellular, radio, or satellite communications,
which are more typical in North Dakota.
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Figure 6. Map of Company A’s pipeline system.

The EERC adjusted the general test plan shown in Appendix B to accommodate the unique
physical and operational conditions of Company A’s system. The test plan was reduced to only
two series of tests each day: an FWT with a flow/leak rate of approximately 5.5 bbl/hr through the
EERC metering skid and a series of sudden release tests. The time line of test activities is
summarized graphically in Figures 7 and 8. In these figures, a red marker indicates an alarm
produced by Company A’s LDS. Note that because testing was intended to calibrate expectations
of the sensitivities of LDS, some small leaks were below alarm thresholds. Consequently, not every
test resulted in an alarm being triggered. The system configuration is summarized in Table 4.
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Figure 7. FWT time line, Company A, Test Day 1.

Figure 8. FWT time line, Company A, Test Day 2.
Table 4. Liquids Gathering Pipeline System and LDS Configuration, Company A
Pipeline Material
Fiberglass
Fluid Pressure, psig
300
Characterization of Topography
Relatively flat
No. of Pumps in Contiguous Gathering Pipeline System
5
Automatic or Manual Pump Start/Stop
Automatic
Permanently Staffed Control Room
Yes
LDS Developer
In-house
Communications Backbone
Fiber-optic cable
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General Observations on Performance
Company A’s LDS operated as designed and alarmed at leak rates predicted by Company A
operations personnel. Figure 9 displays a comparison of the withdrawn volume over time during
the May test, measured by the EERC metering skid and by Company A’s LDS. Figure 10 displays
the same comparison during June testing. The data similarity speaks to the accuracy of Company
A’s LDS at these conditions.

Figure 9. Comparison of measured withdrawal volumes, May 19, 2016, test
(CoA means Company A).
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Figure 10. Comparison of measured withdrawal volumes, June 16, 2016, test.

Detailed Performance Analysis
Company A’s LDS incorporated three leak detection measures based upon two different
techniques. These measures included a volume balance technique and two instances of a pressure
rate of change technique. The volume balance technique compared the volume received by the
gathering pipeline systems with that delivered to the SWD site over an 8-hour “moving window”
(see Inset B for an explanation of Moving Windows). “Hi” and “Hi-Hi” alarms were triggered
when receipts exceeded deliveries by 1.25% and 1.5% of flow, respectively, over 8 hours. Alarm
limits were established by balancing the expected volume released (approximately 13 bbl over
8 hours when the pipeline flow rate is about 2600 bbl/day) with the expected frequency of false
alarms. In any pipeline LDS approach (not limited to discussion of Company A), excessive
numbers of false alarms may lead to control room expectations that all alarms are false and can
reduce control room operator responsiveness.
In parallel to the flow measurements, pipeline pressure measurements were collected from
all producing and SWD wellsites, enabling pressure rates of change to be derived over 10-second
and 10-minute intervals.
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Figures 9 and 10 depict the
actual withdrawal volume over time
and the leak rate estimated by the
LDS. Withdrawal occurs at a steadystate (i.e., constant) volume, which is
represented by the smooth blue curve.
The LDS estimate appears as a red
sawtooth line that periodically takes
single-barrel step increases. The
sawtooth nature of the curve results in
part from acquisition of various
measurements that enter into the
calculation at various times and in
part from a unit-barrel resolution (i.e.,
at least one measurement changes in
steps of whole barrels).

INSET B – MOVING WINDOWS
The term moving window sometimes appears in LDS
discussions. Window refers to the time period over
which a subset of data is considered in making
decisions as to whether or not leaks exist. Moving
refers to the fact that, as time progresses and new data
are added, the oldest data are dropped from
consideration. The size of the window is important
because longer-duration windows consider data over
longer periods of time and, thus, have a better chance
to see the end of a temporary (transient) condition and
recognize it as temporary as opposed to a leak.
Unfortunately, waiting to see the whole window may
delay alarms. Shorter-duration windows alarm more
quickly but may mistake a transient condition for a
leak. Some approaches incorporate multiple windows
of different durations to provide both a fast response for
large leaks and a slower, but more sensitive, response
to smaller leaks.

Unlike volume and flow
measurements which require only
modestly fast speed and resolution,
pressure events can require high
speed and resolution, depending on
the nature of the phenomena being
monitored. Advanced measurement and monitoring techniques such as acoustic and negative
pressure wave techniques can require introduction of specialized equipment into the LDS to
achieve the necessary speed and resolution.
Sudden release testing enabled a qualitative evaluation of the utility of pressure RoC
monitoring. As indicated by Figure 11, sudden, significant changes in withdrawal rate can induce
pressure fluctuations that can be 2 to 11 times greater than the largest background peaks and 3 to
18 times larger than typical noise peaks. Even events that were not intentionally meant to generate
pulses, such as starting and concluding steady-state FWT, generated distinctive peaks.
Based upon the data collected from the constant withdrawal rate tests conducted on
Company A’s system, the EERC summarizes performance of Company A’s LDS as shown in
Table 5. It is interesting to note that the time to detect was very consistent across tests at very
similar rates despite being conducted at two different locations in the gathering pipeline system.
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Figure 11. Company A pressure RoC (rate of change) relationship to EERC withdrawals,
June 16, 2016.

Table 5. Key Performance Indicators of Company A Constant Withdrawal Rate Tests
Test Number
1a
1b
2
Date
May 19,
May 19,
Jun 16,
2016
2016
2016
No. of producing wells continuously
5
5
5
reporting data to SCADA (no. active)
(1)
(1)
(1)
Alarm encountered
Hi
Hi-Hi
Hi
Detected “leak” rate based on total flow, %
5.8%
5.9%
5.5%
Time to detect, hr
2.5
2.9
2.8
Actual withdrawal rate, bbl/hr
5.5
5.5
5.6
Sensitivity
Actual volume withdrawn, bbl
13.8
16.2
15.6
Estimated withdrawal rate error, %†
15.7%
16.2%
14.1%
Accuracy
Estimated withdrawal volume error, %†
–13.0%
–13.6%
–3.9%
† Error calculated relative to actual withdrawal rate/volume, as measured by the EERC metering skid.
Error ∑
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Value to Operator
As a result of test observations, Company A modified the RoC algorithm to trigger an alarm
when the system pressure changed by only 4 psig over 10 seconds, which is tighter than the original
10 psig over 10 seconds. This improved sensitivity was demonstrated when the sudden release
testing was performed at a 42.9-bbl/hr flow rate. This rate caused the system to alarm quickly and
shut down because of an observed rapid pressure drop.
Conclusions from Field Evaluation of Company A’s LDS
Prior to May 19 testing, Company A’s standard was to employ a 10-psig/10-second alarm
setting. However, May’s sudden release testing demonstrated that a leak with such behavior would
likely not be indicated at that alarm threshold. Instead, testing demonstrated that a value of
approximately 4 psig/10 seconds was required to generate an alarm for a 42.9-bbl/hr leak. May
testing also showed that RoC noise from steady-state operation was less than 1 psig/10 seconds,
which meant that there was a significant (3 psig/10 second) margin between normal noise and the
alarm level that would produce a minimum number of false positive alarms under steady-state
conditions (setting a system to produce NO false alarms heightens the likelihood of larger
undetected leaks).
No false positive alarms were encountered during testing on Company A’s pipeline system.
The test duration was insufficient to observe the types and frequencies of events that might create
RoC peaks. Therefore, it is possible that routine events not encountered during testing could
potentially generate false-positive alarms.
During follow-on tests in June, modifications to methods or changes to alarm levels based
on learning from prior testing had occurred, such as reducing pressure RoC alarm limits. It is not
known what the effect of such changes by Company A will have on false-positive alarms. The
project was unable to formulate a metric for false-positive alarms because there were no such
alarms during the relatively brief test periods.
In an attempt to qualitatively understand false-positive alarms, the EERC discussed alarm
history with each participating company. Company A provided two examples of false positive
alarms that were encountered over the prior 2 months. One alarm was attributed to a plugged filter.
Another was attributed to a synchronization problem amongst PLCs of different sites. The causes
did not appear to be related to LDS inadequacies or excessively sensitive alarm thresholds.
Detailed Analysis of Company B1 and B2 Field Evaluation
Company B1’s Approach to Leak Detection
Company B1 also utilized an LDS developed in-house. Data were transferred from the field
to its SCADA system by means of radio, satellite, and cellular communications. Company B1
operated a large, unpressurized gathering pipeline carrying produced water (for a definition of
slack lines, see Inset A). The pipeline pressure fluctuated as pumps were cycled on and off.
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The leak detection scheme utilized SCADA data to calculate differences between volumes
entering and exiting the system. The LDS utilized four volume difference moving windows of
different durations to identify discrepancies in commodity flow. The durations varied from 1 to
24 hours. Weighting factors were applied to each of the four moving window volume differences
to produce a composite value which serves as the basis for alarming. Pressure data are monitored
by Company B1 but are not integrated into Company B1’s LDS algorithms.
For an alarm to be triggered, a composite value derived from the moving average windows
must exceed a predetermined threshold. Company B1 provided the EERC with limited information
on the operation of the LDS, stating that the actual algorithms used are proprietary. Therefore, the
EERC was able to test the effectiveness in the field through FWT testing but was not able to
analyze the actual LDS algorithms.
Company B2’s Approach to Leak Detection
Company B1 agreed to allow a third-party CPM vendor (Company B2) to demonstrate its
own unique approach to leak detection in parallel to Company B1’s own LDS. Company B2
received gathering pipeline system data such as pipeline pressure, fluid flows, pump status, etc.
Company B2 then employed these data as input to its system to train the CPM on the gathering
pipeline operational data. Company B2 trained its system on two separate gathering pipelines
operated by Company B1 over the course of approximately 6 weeks.
The LDS that Company B2 applied to this field evaluation employed a statistical volume
balance approach to leak detection. It used a function known as the sequential probability ratio test
and pressure and flow analysis to optimize leak detection.
The CPM software automatically establishes communication with a SCADA server to obtain
regular transfers of information. The CPM software reads raw data (instrument readings) from the
SCADA server; processes these data; and returns the alarm status, leak size, and location along
with relevant information back to the SCADA. Additional detailed information is sent to a
database, which may be displayed graphically via the engineering interface.
The CPM software continuously checks instrument readings for validity. If they are not
valid, a data fault is flagged. (Typical data faults include instrument readings “out of range” and
“stuck.”) Because faulty readings can easily be misdiagnosed as a leak, this data validation is an
important part of the CPM software.
The leak detection algorithm uses a statistical technique to determine if the instrument
readings are characteristic of a leak. If the statistical test indicates that a leak is present, the
probability factors (lambdas) rise accordingly. A further pattern recognition test is applied to
analyze whether the current measurement behavior is caused by an operational change. If so, the
system changes the operational status and allows the leak detection system more time to evaluate
the change before generating a leak alarm. Once the lambdas climb above zero, a Hi alarm is
triggered and reported to the operator via the SCADA. At a lambda of +4.6, a HiHi alarm is
generated and similarly sent to the operator via the SCADA.
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When a leak is detected, the CPM software estimates the size and location of the leak. This
is important, as it allows operations staff to assess the severity of the leak and the type of response
that is required.
Specific Description of Company B1 Test Plans
Field evaluation of Company B1’s LDS included a total of four test days spread among three
different gathering pipeline systems, as shown in Figures 12–14.
Company B2 participated in the first FWT series (June 28 and 29) but decided not to
participate in the second FWT series (August 9 and 10). Figures 15 through 18 depict the test time
lines during each day graphically. In these figures, a red marker with an “O” indicates an alarm
produced by Company B1’s LDS. A red marker with a “C” indicates an alarm produced by
Company B2’s LDS. Note that because testing was intended to calibrate expectations of the
sensitivities of LDS, some small leaks were below alarm thresholds. Consequently, not every test
resulted in an alarm being triggered during the timeframe of the test.

Figure 12. Map of Company B1’s Pipeline System No. 1.
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Figure 13. Map of Company B1’s Pipeline System No. 2.

Figure 14. Map of Company B1’s Pipeline System No. 3.
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Figure 15. FWT time line, Companies B1 and B2, Test Day 1.

Figure 16. FWT time line, Companies B1 and B2, Test Day 2.

Figure 17. FWT time line, Company B1 only, Test Day 3.
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Figure 18. FWT time line, Company B1 only, Test Day 4.

Tables 6 through 8 present summaries of the various gathering pipeline system
configurations offered by Company B1 for the purposes of the field evaluation.

Table 6. Liquids Gathering Pipeline System and LDS Configuration, Company B1,
System No. 1
Pipeline Material
HDPE*
Fluid Pressure, psig
unpressurized
Characterization of Topography
Relatively flat
No. of Pumps in Contiguous Gathering Pipeline System
25
Automatic or Manual Pump Start/Stop
Manual
Permanently Staffed Control Room
Yes, out of state
LDS Developer
In-house
Communications Backbone
Mixed radio and cellular
* High-density polyethylene.

Table 7. Liquids Gathering Pipeline System and LDS Configuration, Company B1,
System No. 2
Pipeline Material
HDPE
Fluid Pressure, psig
Unpressurized
Characterization of Topography
Relatively flat
No. of Pumps in Contiguous Gathering Pipeline System
21
Automatic or Manual Pump Start/Stop
Manual
Permanently Staffed Control Room
Yes, out of state
LDS Developer
In-house
Communications Backbone
Mixed radio and cellular
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Table 8. Liquids Gathering Pipeline System and LDS Configuration, Company B1,
System No. 3
Pipeline Material
HDPE
Fluid Pressure, psig
unpressurized
Characterization of Topography
Relatively flat
No. of Pumps in Contiguous Gathering Pipeline System
11
Automatic or Manual Pump Start/Stop
Manual
Permanently Staffed Control Room
Yes, out of state
LDS Developer
In-house
Communications Backbone
Mixed radio and cellular

General Observations on Performance
Slack pipeline flow (discussed in Inset A) is a major challenge for Company B1’s LDS.
Pipeline pressures rise and fall as the production site pumps start and stop. The result is significant
variation in the amount of slack in pipelines which generates error in balancing receipt and delivery
volumes. Thus when the number of production-site pumps operating increases, pressure builds,
slack volume declines, and the volume entering the pipeline exceeds that leaving. This can be
interpreted by an LDS as a potential leak. Company B1’s LDS monitors this excess over time to
develop confidence that the cause of the imbalance is a leak and not a decline in slack.
The reverse also holds true. When the number of production-site pumps operating decreases,
pipeline pressures decrease, slack increases, and the volume of liquid that exits the pipeline
exceeds the volume received by the pipeline. This excess could mask a leak that is smaller than
the rate of change of the slack. Thus during periods that inflows exceed outflows, the system is
biased to a leak imbalance and so will alarm quickly on a leak. When the opposite is true, the
system is biased against a leak imbalance and so will alarm more slowly on a leak.
Test results depicted in Figures 19–21 of the next section exhibit a tendency for pump
shutdowns (downward-pointing arrows in the figures) to temporarily reduce leak size estimates or
slow the rate of progression of the system to alarm. It should also be noted that leaks cannot be
detected by Company B1’s current software approach when no pumps are operating.
Another factor in determining how quickly an alarm is indicated is the current value of the
composite volume difference variable which is called the “out-of-balance percentage” (OOB%).
All else equal, the closer the OOB% is to the leak alarm point when a leak appears, the faster an
alarm will be indicated.
Detailed Performance Analysis
Company B1’s LDS
Company B1 aggregates several volume difference moving-window totals of various
timespans into an index that is termed the OOB%. Every 5 minutes, a volume difference snapshot
is calculated as follows:
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∑

[Eq. 1]

The snapshot is then incorporated into several moving-window totals of various time spans.
Each moving-window total is multiplied by an empirically determined weighting factor to produce
a composite total of weighted volume differences. The composite total is then normalized into an
empirically determined range of acceptable volume differences to produce an OOB% index.
Alarm limits are set relative to the range of acceptable volume differences. The Hi and HiHi alarm thresholds are set to –85% and –95%, respectively, of the difference between the midand minimum-acceptable volume differences. Similarly, Lo and Lo-Lo alarm thresholds are set to
+85% and +95%, respectively, of the difference between the mid- and maximum-acceptable
volume differences.
Weighting factors, the range of acceptable volume differences, and other tuning parameters
are adjusted based upon historical data using a proprietary tool to attain an acceptable balance of
sensitivity and low incidence of false positive alarms. Use of multiple volume differences permits
shorter-duration volume balances to provide rapid response without the need to be very sensitive
and risk increased false positive alarms. Longer-duration volume balances provide slower response
but improved sensitivity, again without risking generation of excessive false positive alarms.
As presented in Inset A earlier in this report, slack is the presence of a vapor phase with
liquid in a pipeline. The volume that the vapor occupies varies with changes in pressure and
temperature. Volume balance methods assume that the liquid volume in a pipeline is constant and
thus assume that the quantity of liquid entering a pipeline must be equal to the quantity exiting the
pipeline (otherwise a leak is indicated). Slack can undermine this assumption and introduce error
as the volume that the vapor occupies changes with temperature and pressure.
If pipeline conditions vary such that slack volume in the pipeline decreases by a gallon, there
will be a gallon deficiency at the exit, but it will be due to changes in slack volume and not a leak.
If the LDS is not aware of this condition, the deficiency might be interpreted as a leak and result
in a false positive alarm indication. Conversely, if slack volume increases, there will be an excess
of liquid exiting the pipeline.
This second condition is important because if slack increases and, simultaneously, an equalsized leak occurs, there will be no net change. In this case, a gallon entering the pipeline will result
in a gallon exiting the pipeline; therefore, the change in slack will mask the leak. Since temperature
changes in gathering pipelines tend to be slower and limited in range, as compared to pressure
changes, volume balances will need to account for at least pressure changes in monitoring for leaks
to account for changes in slack.
One approach to attenuating slack effects is to operate gathering pipelines at constant
pressure. Higher pipeline pressure will equate to smaller slack volume and, thus, decreased
obfuscation by slack. Of course, not all existing pipelines can operate under elevated, constant
pressure conditions. Therefore, LDS under such conditions must account for slack, which is
difficult to do accurately.
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Company B1 addressed slack through adopting multiple volume balances possessing
moving windows of different durations. In that manner, brief variation in pressure and slack that
would otherwise induce an alarm in shorter-duration windows will have less effect on longerduration windows and avoid false positive alarms. Since leaks are long-term events, longerduration windows will detect them. On the other hand, a substantial breach will be identified by
shorter-duration windows.
Figure 19 depicts an example of the effect of slack. The solid line is Company B1 LDS’s
estimate of the withdrawal volume, and the dotted line represents the actual volume. Ideally, they
should be identical, but it was observed that when a pump shuts down, the LDS rate estimate
decreased both at 7:50 a.m. and at 9:45 a.m. In both cases, what should have been rising curves
turned and became falling curves as pumps shut down, pipeline pressure dropped, and slack
occupied more volume, temporarily masking the leak until the brief effects of shutdowns
dissipated.
Figures 20 and 21 depict the OOB% metric which indicates a Hi alarm at –85%. Figure 20
shows that an extended period of time (i.e., many hours) may be required to attain a Hi alarm when
the past history places the OOB% far from the –85% alarm level. On the other hand, alarming can
occur very quickly (less than ½ hour) when the opposite is true, as depicted in Figure 21.

Figure 19. Comparison of Company B1 (CoB) to EERC calculated flow differences,
June 29, 2016.
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Figure 20. Company B1 OOB% calculations, June 29 test.

Figure 21. Company B1 OOB% calculations, August 10 test.
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Because Company B1’s technique considers conditions over many hours, its responsiveness
depends on that history, especially pressure variation from pump start-ups and shutdowns. This
means that if window memory contains periods of pumping followed by extended periods of
shutting down pumps, the volume balance will be positive and will delay detection of a leak. This
situation occurred during June 29 testing and significantly delayed the response of the OOB%
index to the withdrawal test. Conversely, August 10 testing occurred under somewhat the opposite
conditions, and the response was much quicker. Ultimately, the OOB% index recognized all
withdrawals and, during each test, was moving toward generating alarms. The differences were in
the rates at which the index moved to alarm and the amount of history that had to be overcome to
attain the alarm threshold.
Table 9 exhibits sensitivity and accuracy performance indicators for Company B1’s LDS
approach.
Several LDS changes were implemented by Company B1 between June and August testing.
Prior to June testing, volume balances were calculated every 5 minutes. In August, this interval
had been reduced to 1 minute. Company B1 also had installed flowmeters capable of measuring
and reporting reverse flow rates at key locations in the gathering pipeline system. One of these
new instruments very rapidly provided evidence of withdrawal and helped to identify the
withdrawal location.
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Table 9. Key Performance Indicators for Company B1 Leak Detection System During Constant Withdrawal Rate Tests
Test Number

Date

Sensitivity

Accuracy

No. of producing wells continuously
reporting data to SCADA, (no. of active
wells)
Alarm encountered
Detected “leak” rate based on total flow, %
Time to detect, hr
Actual withdrawal rate, bbl/hr
Actual volume withdrawn, bbl
Estimated withdrawal rate error, %a
Estimated withdrawn volume error, %a

CPM Vendor (Company B2) and Company B1 Tests
1ab
1bb
2b
3b
4b
Jun. 28,
Jun. 28,
Jun. 28,
Jun. 29,
Jun. 29,
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

1b
Jun. 28,
2016

2b
Jun. 28,
2016

Tests Conducted with Company B1, Only
3b
4b
5
6
Jun. 29, Jun. 29,
Aug. 9,
Aug. 9,
2016
2016
2016
2016

7
Aug. 10,
2016

8
Aug. 10,
2016

38
(2–8)

38
(2–8)

39
(2–8)

21
(0–3)

21
(0–3)

38
(2–8)

39
(2–8)

21
(0–3)

21
(0–3)

23
(2–9)

23
(2–9)

10
(0–4)

10
(0–4)

Hi
25.6
1.65
49.6
81.8
14.1
–

Hi-Hi
25.5
1.78
50.0
89.1
13.5
–54.0

Hi-Hi
15.7
0.78
32.4
25.4
101.2c
45.6

Hi-Hi
163.4
0.43
49.9
21.2
71.9d
–33.3

Hi-Hi
23.4
0.78
20.8
16.3
18.7
–

Hi
25.4
1.77
49.9
88.2
276.2e,f
–12.5

None
–
–
–
–
35.2
–

None
–
–
–
–
96.9
–

None
–
–
–
–
177.9
–

Hi
50.6
1.13
48.5
54.6
162.5
–80.3

Hi
17.0
5.71
21.2
121.3
53.3
–29.2

Hi
36.7
0.64
21.2
13.6
164.4
–0.4

Hi
350.2
0.29
39.8
11.6
39.0
–86.0

NOTES:
a
Error calculated relative to actual withdrawal rate/volume, as measured by the EERC measurement cart.
Error ∑
b
Tests 1–4 included participation of both Company B1 and B2.
c
For an unknown reason, Company B2’s data appeared to shift –12 minutes during this test. If this calculation compensates for the shift, the error becomes 33.1%.
d
For an unknown reason, Company B2’s data appeared to shift +9 minutes during this test. If this calculation compensates for the shift, the error becomes 43.2%.
e
After 1 hour, the estimated withdrawal rate error was 34.3%. The algorithm needed to “burn off memory.”
f
Estimated withdrawal rate error was calculated using Company B2’s alarm indication.
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Company B2’s LDS
Company B2 provided the only advanced CPM method evaluated by this study.
The quality of leak detection depends on the quality of the understanding and monitoring of
the system. The performance of a very high quality leak detection method can be debilitated by an
incomplete or incorrect understanding of gathering pipeline behavior (e.g., slack volume is
unknown and variable), or by poor quality monitoring. Without adequate understanding and
instrumentation, the improvement in the leak detection performance by the advanced technique is
reduced, and the maximum benefit is not achieved.
In agreeing to participate in this study, Company B1 and Company B2 agreed to provide
reasonable resources to accomplish the task. Company B1 provided historical data and access to
its SCADA to Company B2 and performed some fieldwork that enabled Company B2 to prepare
its CPM and participate in the test. Company B1’s system design was sufficient to provide
measurements for Company B1’s LDS but did not provide all features and measurements required
to maximize the performance of Company B2’s LDS. The exact magnitude of the reduction in
performance is unknown.
It should be noted that the method applied by Company B2 was not the most advanced of
those developed by the company. To achieve optimal performance, the most advanced method
requires substantial data and communications resources and performs best under constant, steadystate conditions. Such conditions are more descriptive of large, interstate pipelines than gathering
pipelines. The method that was applied had fewer requirements and greater robustness for
gathering pipeline conditions and, ultimately, was more justifiable for gathering pipelines than the
most advanced technique. Company B2 said the method applied in the study had been applied
commercially in many similar situations; however, confidentiality agreements constrained
Company B2’s ability to share test results, despite its desire to do so.
Company B2’s method used a corrected flow balance along with statistical techniques to
estimate leak size and location under steady-state, transient, or static conditions. The technology
used measurements to constantly update its current understanding of the system. When transients
occurred within the gathering pipeline, the technique adjusted its detection time until it had
confidence in its understanding of the change. This was done to avoid false positive alarms. The
extent of “slowing” depends on the magnitude and type of change. As a consequence, large
gathering pipeline systems with many wellsites can result in slower detection of leaks. The
gathering pipeline system tested on June 28 was such a system, which hindered detection. If the
installation had been permanent (as opposed to a temporary test situation), Company B2 likely
would have segmented the gathering pipeline system to attain faster response.
Table 10 exhibits sensitivity and accuracy performance indicators for Company B2’s method
for steady-state operation. Much as the OOB% is the index that is the basis for Company B1’s
LDS alarm decision and much as Company B1 employs multiple moving windows to detect leak
indicators across a wide range of magnitudes, Company B2 monitors the values of several
probability likelihood ratios, λi. Whereas Company B1 employed four moving-window averages,
Company B2 employs seven probability likelihood ratios to monitor the pipeline system for leaks.
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Table 10. Steady-State Operation Leak Detection Sensitivity Estimates
Typical Values
Test Nos. 1 and 2
Test Nos. 3 and 4
Leak
Detection
Leak
Detection
Leak
Detection
Rate,
Time,
Rate,
Time,
Rate,
Time,
bph
min
bph
min
bph
min
4
60
28.5
170
10
120
λ1
8
30
33
120
20
60
λ2
16
20
36
100
30
30
λ3
40
8
39
70
37.5
20
λ4
80
4
60
12
50
12
λ5
120
2
90
4
75
6
λ6
160
1
120
2
100
3
λ7

Although a mathematically rigorous explanation of these ratios and their application by the
CPM software is beyond the scope of this report, it is sufficient to note that compatibility issues
between the CPM and Company B1’s gathering system and SCADA system hampered the CPM’s
performance in a way that made it difficult to achieve the “typical” sensitivities and detection times
listed in Tables 9 and 10 (it should be noted that time and resource constraints prevented resolving
these issues that would be resolved in permanent CPM installations).
Company B2 asked the EERC to note that these sensitivities are significantly worse than
“typical” values because of what Company B2 termed as “problems with the instrumentation
available on the Company B1 system.” This note relates closely to an idea presented earlier in this
report—that more sophisticated LDS requires additional instrumentation, higher polling speed,
and more data bandwidth to achieve higher performance.
The method is capable of not only detecting leaks in flowing pipelines but also of detecting
leaks under static (no-flow, shut-in) conditions by switching within the method to a different
algorithm that relies more on pressure behavior to identify and estimate leak rate. Table 11 exhibits
sensitivity and accuracy performance indicators for Company B2’s method under static conditions.
June 29 static (no-flow) testing on the smaller of Company B1’s pipelines withdrew fluid at about
21.4 and 7.1 bbl/hr. Company B2’s LDS detected this and generated alarms about 10 and
90 seconds, respectively, after withdrawal commenced. Ten seconds represented essentially one
SCADA update cycle.

Table 11. Leak Detection Sensitivity Estimates under Static Conditions
Test Nos. 1 and 2
Test Nos. 3 and 4
(larger pipeline system)
(smaller pipeline system)
Leak Rate,
Detection
Leak Rate,
Detection
RoC of average
RoC of average
Time,
Time,
pressure
min
pressure
min
0.2
3
0.0003
1
λ1
0.3
2
0.0006
0.75
λ2
0.4
1
0.001
0.5
λ3
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Together, Tables 10 and 11 represent the expected performance of Company B2’s method
on the specific pipeline configuration presented by Company B1 under typical conditions. Factors,
such as pump operations, can create delays that slow detection.
Substantial work was performed based upon historical data to tune the algorithm for each of
the gathering pipelines that was tested. During typical nonleak conditions, λ values are negative,
rising only as conditions become more consistent with the presence of a leak. Since λ is actually a
logarithmic function of ratios of probabilities, a change of 1 unit is, in fact, a change by an order
of e (≈2.71) in the ratio. Consequently, a move from –7 (the no-leak value) to 4.6 (the value of the
HiHi alarm threshold) represents a very large change (more than 100,000) in likelihood.
No data are reported for Company B2 during August testing because Company B2 did not
participate in that testing.
Leak Location
Except for Company B1’s recent addition of a limited number of flowmeters capable of
measuring reverse flow rates, Company B2’s method was the only approach of those that were
evaluated that provided leak location identification. While pump start-ups and some
instrumentation limitations interfered with accurate location identification during some tests,
Company B2’s method was able to correctly identify the area of the pipeline where the leaks were
in at least two of the tests and did so with consistency—in one instance the estimates were within
0.02 miles of each other.
Value to Operator
The rapid response and alarm indication by Company B2 as a result of monitoring pressure
have led Company B1 to consider adding pressure monitoring to its LDS algorithm (pressure is
currently monitored by operations personnel but is not integrated into the LDS algorithm).
Conclusions from Field Evaluation of Company B1 and B2’s LDS
Company B1
Application of pipeline balance methods (also called “volume difference” methods) to leak
detection is fairly common. The methods have advantages of being simpler to implement and
understand, relative to more advanced statistical methods. Conversely, their simplicity tends to
reduce their sensitivity and accuracy. They are ineffective during shut-in conditions, they are
unable to identify leak locations, and they can be challenged by slack and transient conditions.
More advanced methods incorporate more measurements and understanding into their
methods as they seek to improve sensitivity and accuracy. However, with such improvements
comes the need to modify the LDS to reflect even subtle changes in pipeline conditions, which, in
the case of North Dakota gathering lines, can be frequent. In light of the strengths and weaknesses
of extremely simple and extremely advanced techniques, operators must make practical decisions
as to which technology between those two extremes is best for their particular situation.
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Company B1 implemented a novel approach based upon multiple volume balances of
different durations. In doing so, it acquired the advantages of pipeline balance methods while
seeking to address some of their deficiencies. Incorporating a short-duration balance provided
faster response at the expense of less sensitivity. Simultaneously incorporating a longer-term
balance, conversely, improved sensitivity at the expense of speed of detection. Including longerterm windows also was able to better accommodate changes in slack volume due to pump cycling.
Withdrawal testing demonstrated the ability of Company B1’s approach to detect leaks.
However, the speed of detection appeared to be a function of pipeline conditions over the past day,
pump operations, and leak size. Unrelated to the leak, recent conditions were able to place the
alarm metric closer to or further from alarm thresholds, and pump shutdowns and start-ups were
able to affect slack in a manner that delayed or accelerated generation of alarm indications.
Although Company B1’s LDS did not alarm during three fluid withdrawal tests, its OOB%
alarm metric was progressing toward alarm and likely would have indicated leaks if test durations
had been longer. On the other hand, two tests resulted in alarms within 45 minutes. This range of
response is expected for Company’s B1’s approach because of the long, 24-hour window that
enhances sensitivity while seeking to avoid false positive alarms. Company B1’s LDS gave no
false positive alarms during withdrawal testing.
Company B2
Company B2’s LDS was tested in parallel to Company B1’s LDS by acquiring process data
from Company B1’ SCADA and processing it on Company B2’s own server.
As a vendor of multiple CPM products, Company B2 was faced with a decision similar to
that faced by many operators: selecting the most appropriate approach for North Dakota gathering
lines. Company B2 did not employ its most advanced technology for reasons similar to those stated
above but, instead, chose its most appropriate method.
As is typical of more advanced techniques, increased performance comes at the price of more
demanding instrumentation and data throughput requirements. Company B1 made a good-faith
effort to satisfy those requirements but was unable to satisfy all requests made by Company B2,
which handicapped Company B2’s CPM during testing. Such difficulties included data timing
issues and the size of the largest gathering pipeline system involved in testing. Normally, Company
B2 divides large systems into appropriately sized segments to optimize performance.
Ultimately, Company B2’s product identified all withdrawals without an erroneous false
positive indication. Progress to detection was fairly consistent during all tests despite pump cycling
and slack variation, and detection occurred under steady-state, static, and transient conditions—all
within a single CPM LDS package. Additionally, Company B2’s LDS was the only LDS evaluated
that provided leak location estimates. Appendix D contains a detailed report of results authored by
Company B2. Company B2’s LDS also contains data validation and other functionality to improve
LDS performance.
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Company B2’s LDS is a mature product that has been used commercially on large pipelines
and increasingly on gathering lines.
Detailed Analysis of Company C1 and C2 Field Evaluation
Company C1’s Approach to Leak Detection
Company C1 employed a third-party system integrator familiar with water systems control
to develop a custom-built LDS to monitor pressurized produced water gathering pipelines.
Company C1’s pressurized system design included closure valves at both ends of its gathering
pipelines to maintain pressure in the line.
Company C1’s approach to leak detection was based upon calculating discrepancies between
the total flow received by the pipeline and the flow delivered to the SWD wellsite. On the 4-in.
pipeline, a deficiency at the SWD well greater than the equivalent of 12.5 bbl/hr triggered an alarm.
On the 6-in. pipeline, a deficiency greater than the equivalent of 8.3 bbl/hr triggered an alarm.
Company C1 also had created, and was evaluating, a shut-in test for leak detection. This is
mentioned here because the field evaluation project observed the behavior of this developmental
approach and included results of these tests in this report. This test consists of the following steps:
 Stopping all pumps
 Closing block valves at the inlet to and outlet from the pipeline
 Allowing the pipeline pressure to equilibrate briefly
 Taking a snapshot pressure reading
 Waiting 12 minutes before taking another snapshot pressure reading
 Using a logic check to determine if there is a discrepancy between the two pressure
readings of greater than 8 psig
 Triggering an alarm if the above logic is true
This test can be programmed to run at any time during the day and could potentially run
several times a day at the expense of shutting down operations for about a dozen minutes a test.
Company C2’s Approach to Leak Detection
Company C2 had asserted that the presence of an annular gas space within the layered
construction of its pipeline product may provide a monitorable, pressurized space that could
indicate the presence of a leak in either the internal plastic liner or the external plastic shield.
Company C2’s hypothesis was that any breach in the inner liner would cause an increase in the
gas pressure within the annular space, thus indicating a compromised pipeline that may not
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necessarily be leaking. Conversely, a breach in the outer shield layer would cause a rapid decrease
in annular gas pressure as the gas escaped to the surrounding soil. This may indicate either a
complete breach of the pipeline or an external “nick” to the pipeline, compromising its integrity
but possibly not resulting in a leak. A complete severing of the pipeline would result in rapid
annular gas pressure loss, thus indicating a leak. With segmented pressurized segments facilitated
by regular pipeline couplings, location of any leak could theoretically be ascertained. This
approach required simple monitoring of pressure transducers for any unexpected changes.
Specific Description of Company C1/C2 Test Plan
Company C1 operates a small pressurized gathering pipeline consisting of two segments
having only two active wellsites on each segment, as shown in Figure 22. Each segment is a
separate gathering pipeline bringing produced water to the same SWD wellsite. One segment was
a 6-in. composite pipeline material with an annular space, and the other was a 4-in. composite
pipeline material with an annular space. Both segments were operated at approximately 65 psig.
Test results indicate that significant slack flow exists at this moderate pressure.

Figure 22. Map of Company C1’s pipeline system.

The 4-in. pipeline was tested on Day 1 and the 6-in. on Day 2. Both FWTs were conducted
where the pipelines breached the surface at the SWD wellsite, immediately prior to entering the
storage tanks on the site. During field evaluation operations, Company C1 did not utilize an off43

site dedicated control room but rather operated out of a 5-ft by 10-ft all-weather, climate-controlled
enclosure on the SWD wellsite that housed the SCADA computer, SWD PLC, and control system
displays. Although the enclosure was not manned around the clock, the LDS was able to transmit
alarm notifications and be monitored by Company C1 personnel through the Internet (the EERC
is aware that, during field evaluation operations, Company C1 had plans for an off-site control
room and that the control room is now implemented remotely from the pipeline system
demonstrated; the control room utilized during field evaluation operations was a temporary
solution employed on a very new pipeline installation).
Testing with Company C1 also involved an added test portion that monitored an annular
space inherent in the design of the pipeline material for pressure fluctuations during testing. This
was unique to Company C1 because Company C1 was the only pipeline operator participating in
this project that used this composite pipeline with the annular space feature.
The annular space is the area between the outer protective HDPE layer and the inner HDPE
liner. Steel reinforcement bands are present within this space but are spaced in such a way that
permits a gas volume to be maintained between the HDPE layers. Figure 23 presents an illustration
of this annular space.

Figure 23. Illustration of the annular space in a particular brand of composite pipeline material.

Table 12 presents a summary of the gathering pipeline system configuration offered by
Company C1 for the purposes of the field evaluation.
To facilitate a role in leak detection, this annular space is charged with nitrogen gas to
approximately 12 psig. Company C1 monitored the pressure in this space and indicated an alarm
if the pressure decreased to less than 5 psig or increased to greater than 25 psig, depending upon
location. In theory, if the pipeline’s outer protective HDPE layer were to be damaged, allowing
the gas to vent, an alarm would be triggered. Similarly, if the inner HDPE liner were to be
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Table 12. Liquids Gathering Pipeline System and LDS Configuration, Company C1
Pipeline Material
Composite
Pipeline Nominal Diameter, in.
4 in. and 6 in.
Fluid Pressure, psig
60
Characterization of Topography
Rugged hills
No. of Pumps in Contiguous Gathering Pipeline System
2 in each
Automatic or Manual Pump Start/Stop
Automatic
Permanently Staffed Control Room
No
LDS Developer
Subcontractor
Communications Backbone
Radio

damaged, leading to a fluid or gas breach into this annular space and subsequent rise in pressure,
this would also trigger an alarm. Detailed in Appendix C is an appended test plan to explore the
efficacy of this annular space monitoring approach to leak detection.
The time lines of tests completed on Company C1 pipeline systems are presented graphically
in Figures 24 and 25. Characterization of the Company C1 system configuration is presented in
Table 12.

Figure 24. FWT time line, Company C, Test Day 1, 4-in. segment.
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Figure 25. FWT time line, Company C1, Test Day 2, 6-in. segment.

General Observations on Performance
In general, the instantaneous differential flow rate LDS alarmed within 5 minutes when
differential flow rates were at or above its alarm threshold. No alarms were generated for lesser
flow differences. In general, the LDS operated as expected for this gathering line. The alarm limits
were set at values that, if exceeded, would trigger an alarm fairly quickly. The alarm trigger set
points were 12.5 bbl/hr equivalent and 8.3 bbl/hr equivalent on the 4- and 6-in. lines, respectively.
When FWTs were performed above these values, alarms were triggered within minutes. If the
commodity discharge was below this level, the alarm would not sound. This was verified by
withdrawing less than the alarm threshold for a much longer period of time than that which alarmed
earlier. Despite the longer test duration, no alarm was triggered.
Company C1’s static pressure shut-in test initially employed a 1-minute hold period after
production and disposal sites were shut in to permit any perturbations in the system to dampen out.
The shut-in test then proceeded to monitor pressure changes over 12 minutes. The related alarm
threshold was an 8-psig pressure drop over 12 minutes. After the first round of shut-in static
pressure testing, the 1-minute wait was increased to 220 seconds because pressure oscillations
inside the pipeline were observed long after the pipeline was shut in. The 12-minute observation
period was subsequently reduced to 6 minutes.
The sudden-release testing conducted on the 4-in. pipeline indicated small but noticeable
pressure changes in the annular space of the composite pipeline when the FWT withdrawal rate
was increased above 24.3 bbl/hr. To observe the drop, the resolution of the LDS had to be increased
to a relatively high value. This pressure change was undetectable on the larger 6-in. pipeline at any
of the sudden release testing values. The team believes that this pressure change was not seen
because the pipe volume of the 6-in. pipeline is significantly larger than that of the 4-in. pipeline
and thus has more room to absorb the shock of the pulse. It is unclear at this point if this has value
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for potential LDS implementation. More development work by Company C2 likely needs to be
completed before this can be considered for commercial leak detection application.
Detailed Performance Analysis
Company C1 engaged the services of a third party to assist in design, installation, and
maintenance of its SCADA and LDS. The LDS comprises three active and one inactive techniques:
 Simple monitoring of pipeline pressure at all pump and disposal locations
 Implementation of an instantaneous flow rate balance
 Monitoring annulus pressure in its multilayered-pipe gathering pipelines
 Implemented but not active: automatically shutting in the pipeline and monitoring
pressure over a specified period of time
As was true for other operators, heuristics were applied to arrive at alarm thresholds and
other parameters that balance high sensitivity with acceptably low false positive alarm rates.
Pipeline pressure alarm thresholds were determined based on conditions at the location of the
pressure meter. A function also was included that caused the system to ignore perturbations
induced by pump starts.
Instantaneous volume balance alarm thresholds were set at 8.3 to 12.5 bbl/hr, depending on
the gathering pipeline. Thresholds had minimum time requirements that had to be exceeded before
leak alarms were generated.
Annulus pressure monitoring incorporated three alarm levels:
 A very low pressure which, if exceeded for a few minutes, indicated a potential break in
the outer shell
 A moderately low pressure which, if exceeded for many minutes, indicated a need to
repressurize the annulus
 A high pressure which, if exceeded for a few minutes, indicated a potential break in the
inner pipe
While not active, the static pressure test technique was configured to automatically shut in
the gathering pipeline daily at a predetermined time while the pipeline was at pressure, wait several
minutes, and then monitor pressures along the pipeline for several more minutes. If pressures
changed by more than a preset threshold level, an alarm would be generated. Again, durations and
levels were configured based upon heuristics.
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Figure 26 depicts August 2 performance of Company C1’s instantaneous flow balance with
respect to the withdrawal rate. The approach was fairly accurate, and alarm was generated about
4 minutes after start of withdrawal. Table 13 exhibits sensitivity and accuracy performance
indicators for Company C1’s LDS approach.

Figure 26. Effect of EERC withdrawal on Company C1 (CoC)-calculated flow difference,
August 2, 2016.

Table 13. Key Performance Indicators of Company C1 Constant Withdrawal Rate Tests
Test Number
1a
1b
2
Date
Aug 2, 2016 Aug 2, 2016 Aug 3, 2016
No. of producing wells continuously reporting
2
2
2
data to SCADA (no. of active wells)
(1)
(1)
(2)
Alarm encountered
Hi-Hi
None
Hi-Hi
Leak rate based on total receipts, %
13.3%
8.0%
No data
Time to detect, hr
0.07
No detect
0.017
14.0
8.4
8.6
Sensitivity Leak rate, bbl/hr
Volume withdrawn, bbl
0.94
N/A
0.15
Estimated withdrawal rate error, %†
11.1%
25.3%
No data
Accuracy
Estimated withdrawn volume error, %†
−11.2%
N/A
No data
†Error calculated relative to actual withdrawal rate/volume, as measured by the EERC metering skid.
Error ∑
NOTE: Company C1 process data were unavailable for August 3 because of database challenges; therefore, limited analysis
was completed.
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After August 2 steady-state flow withdrawal testing was completed, sudden release testing
was performed. Unfortunately, changes made to the SCADA at that time and through the following
day created technical problems with data analysis. As a result, a detailed evaluation of the data
could not be performed.
During August 2 testing, it was pointed out to Company C1’s SCADA contractor that
instantaneous flow rate monitoring can provide a very rapid response to detecting leaks. The limits
for such monitoring must be set relatively high to avoid “momentary” disturbances that might
occur and generate an alarm. Thus an alarm threshold of 7% meant that a leak of 6% will never
generate an alarm. In response, by the start of testing on August 3, the contractor had implemented
a more sensitive volume difference approach that had a window whose duration was an extended
period of time with a smaller alarm threshold.
August 3 testing, which was performed on a different gathering pipeline than August 2
testing, included exercising the static leak test algorithm that had been implemented but was not
active. The static test monitored pressure for a 12-minute duration. If the pipeline pressure dropped
more than the alarm threshold, an alarm was generated. The first withdrawal that tested this
function experienced an unusually large rise and fall in pressure early in the test.
At that time, it was determined that an alarm might have been produced even without fluid
withdrawal because shutting in the pipeline produced a pressure perturbation that resulted in an
abnormally high initial pressure. Successive tests of the algorithm included a lockout interval of a
few minutes during which pressure was permitted to equilibrate before monitoring for leakage
commenced. By this method, withdrawals of less than 0.7 bbl/hr were detected. No tests were
performed in the absence of withdrawal to test for false positive indications. The duration of testing
was inadequate to determine what disturbances might generate false positive leak alarms.
August 3 testing also included a steady-state withdrawal test of 8.6 bbl/hr which the
instantaneous flow balance LDS detected and alarmed within 2 minutes.
In an attempt to qualitatively understand false positive alarms, the EERC discussed alarm
history with each demonstrating company. Company C1 provided a systematic list of alarms, but
the descriptors did not reveal the ultimate cause of the alarm.
Company C2 was the manufacturer of the multilayered pipe whose annulus pressure was
monitored for indication of leaks, as described above. Testing involved opening a valve at the
disposal end of the gathering pipeline and monitoring flow rate until an alarm was indicated.
During annulus testing on 2 days, the annulus gas flow was so slow that no alarm was indicated
during EERC’s presence at the disposal site. Consequently, there are no results to report. However,
serendipitously, on August 2, a miniscule change in annulus pressure was observed during suddenrelease testing. Accurate characterization of pressure waves often requires higher resolution and
more frequent measurement than routine pressure monitoring. SCADA adjustments were made to
increase sampling rate and expand the resolution of the annulus pressure measurement. Continued
testing on the 4-in. pipeline indicated that annulus pressure appeared to respond to changes in inner
pipe pressures. It is premature to extrapolate what utility this effect might possess (assuming that
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it is predictable and assuming that other common events do not interfere with the signal), but it
appears to be an interesting research topic.
Value to Operator
EERC staff discussed with Company C1 and its controls contractor the advantages that
instantaneous flow rate balances possess with respect to volume balances. A significant
disadvantage was also discussed: instantaneous flow rate balances require higher alarm thresholds
to avoid false positive alarms caused by brief but large OOB conditions. Conversely, volume
balances that monitor over longer periods of time are less sensitive to brief excursions and are thus
able to detect smaller leaks without triggering false positive alarms. The sensitivity of the volume
balance is proportional to the duration over which flow is monitored.
In response, Company C1’s controls contractor is considering permanent addition of longerterm volume balance functionality.
Conclusions from Field Evaluation of Company C1 and C2’s LDS
Company C1
Company C1’s LDS is a system developed, installed, and maintained by a third-party. The
LDS comprises four approaches:


Differential flow balance



Monitoring of annulus pressure of its multilayer pipe



Monitoring (inner-pipe) pipeline pressure



Static pressure testing (which was implemented but inactive prior to and during
withdrawal testing)

Monitoring differential flow in the pressurized system gave very rapid indications during all
steady-state flow tests that experienced steady-state withdrawal rates in excess of alarm thresholds.
Expectedly, the method did not generate alarm indications for withdrawal rates just below the
thresholds. Such short-term methods tend to be insensitive so as to avoid transients that generate
false positive alarms, even if the difference must be sustained for a few minutes.
Withdrawal of gas from the annulus to simulate a pipe break and test the related detection
system failed to occur at a rate sufficient to generate an alarm indication while the EERC was at
the test site. However, other observations were made during pressure pulse testing.
Sudden withdrawal testing did not generate flows that sufficiently reduced pressures below
alarm thresholds.
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Static withdrawal testing was performed on the last day of testing on one of the laterals.
Steady-state withdrawal at several rates down to less than a barrel an hour successfully generated
alarm indications.
As with other participants, Company C1’s LDS provider made several changes based on
learning acquired during withdrawal testing. After the first test, an extended-duration volume
balance was added to the LDS to increase its sensitivity. Additionally, during the second day of
withdrawal testing, the static pressure test leak detection method was exercised. The initial test
demonstrated that a 30-second wait after shut-in and before the 12-minute observation period was
inadequate for the system pressure to stabilize. Shutting in the gathering pipeline caused
perturbations that lasted for more than a few minutes. Thus the approach was changed to include
a several minute wait but only a 6-minute observation period. After adopting those parameters, the
system was demonstrated to detect withdrawal rates of less than 1 bph.
It should be noted that Company C1’s systems were simple, with only a few pumps on any
lateral and only one or two pumping at any instant. Company C1’s systems were fairly new and
were overdesigned in anticipation of multifold expansion. Additionally, the LDS appears to have
been designed in conjunction with the pipeline system. Consequently, the systems were somewhat
ideal in that many of the issues that might be encountered by more complex gathering systems
with aging instrumentation and infrastructure over long periods of time were not evident. This is
one of many factors that must be considered when an LDS approach is selected and LDS
technologies evaluated. As gathering pipeline systems age and grow, they will be exposed to a
wider variety of conditions and potential issues (such as age-related issues) than were encountered
in the brief course of withdrawal testing.
Company C2
As noted earlier in this report, an attempt was made to test Company C2’s LDS approach of
monitoring annulus pressure in the multilayer pipe to detect breaches in the outer layer.
Withdrawal rates were lower than the time available for the EERC to observe testing.
Consequently, no results were acquired. However, during sudden release testing of the smaller
pipeline, very small pressure variations were detected in the annulus that appeared to be related to
the pulses. More sensitive and higher rate data acquisition confirmed the observation. While such
high-resolution monitoring might have the potential to indicate leaks or other conditions, many
unknowns exist, such as what conditions interfere with accurate monitoring or what events other
than leaks might appear as a leak (false positive indications). Therefore, this report does not offer
detail on this approach to leak detection. It holds promise but is in a developmental stage.

INDIVIDUAL LDS APPROACHES APPLIED TO A SIMPLIFIED PIPELINE SYSTEM
MODEL
In order to aid in the assessment of the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of LDS, the EERC
created a hypothetical or “model” gathering system. This model system provides a common basis
by which to assess the incremental cost of different leak detection methods and compare relative
leak detection performance, based on data gathered from field activities. The model also provides
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a useful example from which to illustrate the impact that leak location and system configuration
(geometry, elevation, pipe size, etc.) can have on the magnitude of a spill.
The model system developed by the EERC for this report consists of six wellsites, 6 miles
of 4-in. diameter pipe, 4 miles of 6-in. diameter pipe, and a single aggregation point represented
as a produced water disposal well (the model system could equally represent a crude oil gathering
system in which the aggregation point is a truck or pipeline terminal, transferring oil from the
gathering system to a larger transmission pipeline). An illustration of this model system is provided
in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Illustration of model gathering system.
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This model is a simplified representation of existing gathering systems and does not capture
all of the numerous factors/variability that can be present in an operating gathering system. As
described in the EERC’s previously cited pipeline study report, gathering systems possess widely
varying configurations and levels of complexity due to topography, land ownership, climate, and
fluid properties. Therefore, this model system does not exactly represent any specific gathering
system but provides an illustration of the complexities that are possible in any system and the
challenges imparted to effective leak detection.
Magnitude of Leak – Best‐Case Scenario
A pipeline system’s configuration, elevation, and pipeline size (length and diameter) can all
impact the magnitude of a spill when a pipeline is breached. Depending upon the location of the
pipeline break, the volume of fluid released to the environment can range from less than a barrel
to thousands of barrels simply because of the volume of fluid that can leak out of the pipeline after
the leak is detected and flow to the gathering system is stopped.
The purpose of any good LDS is to identify the presence of a leak so that flow to the system
can be stopped and the impact of the leak can be minimized. Although no LDS can prevent a leak
from occurring, an LDS can serve a role in minimizing the magnitude of the resultant fluid loss.
However, fluid lost when a pipeline is breached will almost never be zero. In an ideal (unattainable)
system, some fluid will exit the pipeline because of gravity, even if the pipeline breach were
identified immediately and flow to the system stopped.
To illustrate this point, the EERC identified four leak points on the model system and
calculated the total volume loss (spill magnitude) assuming a pipeline break occurred, the leak was
detected, and flow to the system was stopped immediately. These leak points are labeled A–D on
Figure 27.
Using the geometry, pipe volume, and elevation difference of the model system, hypothetical
spill volumes that would be experienced after flow to the system was stopped were calculated and
are summarized (Table 14). Leak Location A would allow fluid from approximately 1 mile of 4in. pipe to drain out of the gathering system, resulting in a spill volume of 68 bbl. This spill volume
is based solely on the volume of fluid contained in the buried pipe between the leak location (A)
and the elevation break indicated by the dotted line. If the leak point were located at the highest
elevation point (Location B), it is possible that the spilled volume could be minimized to less than
1 bbl since no gravity drain to the leak location would occur. Location C represents the largest
potential spill volume since almost 8 miles of pipeline could drain by gravity to a pipeline break
at this location. In this model system, 920 bbl of fluid could leak from the pipe, but larger spill
volumes are possible from larger gathering systems with larger pipe and longer pipeline lengths.
Leak Location D represents another scenario and would allow fluid from approximately 6 miles
of pipe to drain out of the system, resulting in a spill volume of 782 bbl.
No leak detection system can prevent leaks from occurring or detect a pipeline breach
immediately. However, the more sensitive and responsive a LDS is, the smaller the magnitude of
a resultant spill. This analysis and the data in Table 14 illustrate that there is a practical limit to
what LDS can achieve relative to pipeline spills.
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Table 14. Spill Volume from a “Model” Gathering Pipeline Due to System Drain Out
Location A Location B Location C Location D
1
0
8
6
Length of Pipe Drained, miles
69
<1
920
782
Leaked Volume, bbl

LDS Effectiveness
LDS come in many types. A description of their function, strengths, and weaknesses is
offered in the previously cited EERC pipeline study. Two general classes of LDS were used by
companies that participated in this field evaluation project: SCADA and SCADA + CPM defined
below. Therefore, these systems are the basis for the EERC’s evaluation.
Using the model system illustrated in Figure 28, the EERC has defined three levels of
automation or sophistication of leak detection that, when applied to this common gathering system,
can illustrate the relative cost and benefit which could be achieved with different methodologies
(LDS):
 Daily manual volume accounting – daily, manual recording of field data with leak
identification performed during accounting activities
 SCADA – continuous, automatic, monitoring of pipeline conditions by control computers
and pipeline operators
 SCADA + CPM – continuous, advanced specialized LDS software that uses data from
but is distinct from SCADA
A summary of each of these configurations is provided in the subsequent sections.
Manual Volume Accounting Approach
Using a manual volume accounting approach to LDS, fluids are pumped from the storage
tank to the gathering pipeline, relying on local instrumentation and process control. No
communication or data transfer beyond the well site exists. Flow volumes, pipe pressure, and tank
levels are measured and logged on-site, most commonly by a PLC. Leak detection using this
configuration is achieved by manually recording totalized flow readings on a daily basis and
comparing total flow from all of the production locations to the total flow measured at the
aggregation point (disposal well). This manual logging of data is done by pipeline personnel
visiting each wellsite on a regular basis and recording data in a log book or computer. In this way,
total flow entering and exiting the system can be monitored daily, and discrepancies can be
investigated if indicative of a leak. An example diagram illustrating instrumentation for the model
system is provided in Figure 28.
Manual volume accounting represents the simplest form of leak detection and, in the worst
case, could allow produced fluid to leak for 24 hours before it was detected. In practice, the
addition of leak detection equipment or procedures should lead to more rapid identification of a
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Figure 28. Piping and instrumentation diagram of the model system.
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leak and/or identification of a smaller leak than could be achieved using manual volume
accounting; otherwise, the cost of additional process/procedures would not be warranted.
For the purpose of this analysis and cost comparison, manual volume accounting represents
a baseline. There is significant cost associated with conducting manual volume accounting,
including instrumentation, labor and travel to inspect sites and review flow data, and manual
system inspection to ensure safe and effective operation of a gathering system. This level of
instrumentation and site labor would be essentially equivalent in all three scenarios compared.
Therefore, this analysis does not estimate the cost of these items. Instead, the analysis will focus
on assessing the incremental cost of adding SCADA and SCADA + CPM to this baseline
configuration. The analysis will then evaluate the relative difference in leak detection performance
to provide a subjective comparison of cost vs. benefit.
SCADA‐Based Leak Detection System
A SCADA-based LDS uses existing wellsite instrumentation and adds communication
infrastructure to transmit data from each wellsite and aggregation point to a central location where
the data can be processed and stored. Data trends can be created to illustrate changes in operating
conditions with time. Alarm points can be programmed to provide an alert when operating
conditions indicate a leak may be occurring (drop in pressure or difference between inlet and outlet
flow). Lastly, simple mathematical algorithms can be developed to analyze data and identify
anomalous conditions that could be indicative of a leak or other operational problems.
The use of SCADA allows real-time monitoring of operating conditions, providing a way to
conduct flow comparisons more frequently than manual volume accounting. When volume
comparisons are done on a continuous or periodic (e.g., hourly average) frequency, leaks may be
identified sooner than can be achieved with daily manual flow accounting.
Communication infrastructure is an important factor that has a significant impact on SCADA
performance and can lead to substantial differences in applicability to gathering pipelines. Reliable
and rapid communication of data is critical to effective SCADA operation and performance. If
communication is interrupted, leaks can go undetected, or false alarms can be triggered.
Communication infrastructure is typically installed as a component of SCADA and, as described
previously, can be achieved with multiple technologies, including radio transmitters, cellular
communications, or fiber-optic lines.
The selection of communication infrastructure to support a SCADA-based LDS includes
competing factors of cost, applicability, and performance. Radio-based communication systems
are typically among the least expensive option but require “line-of-sight” installation of radio
towers. Extremely rugged or hilly terrain and/or lack of land access (lease agreements) to install
towers can dramatically impede performance or increase cost. Radio-based communication
typically provides the slower communication and smaller bandwidth than the other platforms. As
system complexity, size, and amount of instrumentation increases, radio-based communications
can experience limitations and negatively impact LDS performance.
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Cellular-based communication systems require less installed infrastructure and can
accommodate faster data transfer and greater bandwidth than radio. The capital costs are similar
to radio but require monthly service fees to a cellular communication provider which can increase
lifetime costs of operation.
Fiber-optic cable has the ability to provide the fastest data transfer and high bandwidth,
exceeding what would be required for most LDS. The cost for installing fiber-optic cable is
extremely high in retrofit situations in which new cable must be installed separately. However,
this cost can be reduced substantially when cable is installed along with pipeline during new
construction.
SCADA Plus CPM Leak Detection System
CPM is a software-based algorithmic monitoring tool that uses the information gathered by
the SCADA system in complex calculations to help identify anomalies in the pipeline system that
could be indicative of a leak. The sensitivity (ability to identify smaller leaks) of CPM techniques
depends upon the accuracy with which internal pipeline conditions are measured and accuracy
with which normal conditions or leak-indicative conditions are understood. In general terms, CPM
requires all of the same technical requirements that a SCADA system does, namely, flow and
pressure measurement at the wellsite and aggregation point and communication infrastructure.
However, CPM can benefit from additional operational data. Measurement of fluid temperature,
fluid density, pressure at additional locations, and data impacting pipeline pack add complexity
and cost to a CPM system but can contribute to improved leak detection performance. With
increasing data comes the need for more robust communication infrastructure and more data
bandwidth to accommodate the increased amount of data at a rate that is beneficial to CPM
performance.
General LDS Performance
A wide range of leak detection performance was observed over 17 FWTs conducted on
multiple gathering systems of three different pipeline operators. As described previously, many
different leak rates were evaluated during each test. The time required in each test to detect a leak
resulted in a wide range of “spilled” volumes. This variability can be attributed to differences in
the LDS, different geography and elevation of the pipeline system, and differences in the
operational conditions—specifically, whether the pipeline is operated under pressurized or
unpressurized conditions. Because testing was conducted on existing gathering systems, controlled
tests could not be conducted to evaluate the effect of each of these attributes on leak detection
performance. However, a review of the data does provide some insights into these effects.
A summary of LDS performance during constant withdrawal rate testing is provided in
Table 15. This information illustrates a wide range of spill volumes that could occur based on test
results and projections derived from available data. Across 17 constant withdrawal rate tests, the
average spill volume required to trigger an alarm/detection was 75 bbl. By comparison, the average
spill volume that would occur if no LDS were in place is 676 bbl. This assumes that daily manual
volume accounting allowed the leak to be identified after 24 hours and represents a worst-case
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Table 15. Summary of Constant Withdrawal Rate EERC-Modeled FWT Spill Volumes
Average,
Max.,
Min.,
bbl
bbl
bbl
75
299
<1
All 17 FWTs
47
202
<1
Five Tests on Pressurized Systems, SCADA
107
299
12
Eight Tests on Unpressurized Systems, SCADA
38
90
16
Four Tests on Unpressurized Systems, CPM
676
1199
132
All 17 Tests after 24-hr Manual Flow Accounting

scenario for the purposes of our analysis. In actual practice, leaks have continued for more than
24 hours, even with manual volume accounting because of variability in meter accuracy, pipeline
loading (slack lines), equipment problems, and/or operator error. Nonetheless, in an effort to define
a non-LDS limit, a 24-hr manual volume balance was selected to cap the maximum spill volume
that could occur under each of the tested conditions. For the purpose of establishing the observed
range of performance across multiple gathering systems and LDS, only constant withdrawal rate
data are included here.
Five tests were conducted on gathering systems operated under pressurized conditions using
SCADA-based LDS. Operating gathering pipelines under constant pressure helps to eliminate
pipeline slack and makes leak detection by comparison of total fluid into the pipeline vs. total fluid
out of the pipeline much easier. Because void volume within the pipeline system is minimized,
every barrel of fluid pumped into the system will force a barrel out of the system within a short
time, making detection of leaked fluid easier. As stated previously, not all gathering systems can
be operated under pressure. Limitations in pipeline pressure specifications and substantial
elevation changes can prevent or prohibit operation under fully packed and pressurized conditions.
The average spill volume from constant withdrawal rate tests conducted on pressurized
systems using SCADA-based LDS was 47 bbl. Out of five tests, one test was conducted at a flow
rate below the known threshold of the SCADA alarm programming (this test was performed on
Company C1’s pipeline system). If results from this test are removed from the data set, the average
spill volume would drop to 8 bbl. Small leaks can only be identified if observed over a longer
period of time until the volume of lost fluid increases to a level above the alarm threshold of the
SCADA system. Under these conditions, longer-term flow balancing within the SCADA can
provide appropriate leak detection (refer to Inset B, earlier in this report). Planned changes to
Company C1’s LDS incorporate this longer-term flow balancing and may enable improved leak
detection under the tested conditions.
Another measure of the performance of an LDS is the time required to detect a leak and
alarm. Out of the tests conducted on pressurized gathering systems, the time required to detect a
leak varied from less than 1 hour to almost 3 hours, excluding one test that was performed below
the known detection threshold. In this case, the leak would likely be detected through a 24-hour
manual flow comparison.
A total of eight tests were conducted on a gathering system operated under gravity flow
(unpressurized) conditions using SCADA-based LDS. The complex nature of the gathering system
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and variation in pipeline slack means that large amounts of fluid can be pumped into the pipeline,
filling void volume before flow out of the system matches the inflow. This condition can lead to
slower response time to identifying a leak. Further, the amount of slack within the pipeline changes
with time and operating conditions, creating a very dynamic condition that is hard to predict. The
average spill volume from tests conducted on an unpressurized system using SCADA LDS was
107 bbl. Out of eight tests conducted on these types of gathering systems, three were conducted
under pipeline conditions considered atypical, resulting in an unusually long time to detect. If
results from anomalous tests are removed from the data set, the average spill volume would drop
to 58 bbl. The time required to detect a leak from eight tests on unpressurized pipeline systems
ranged from less than 1 hour to nearly 6 hours.
Finally, four constant withdrawal rate tests were conducted on an unpressurized pipeline
system using a CPM LDS. Using the same instrumentation and data utilized by the SCADA
system, the average spill volume was 38 bbl before being identified by the LDS. The time required
for CPM LDS to detect a leak from these FWTs ranged from less than 1 hour to under 2 hours.
Static test results were not included in this average spill volume or time to detect.
Using the data generated from these limited field tests, it can be deduced that, for pressurized
pipelines, the addition of SCADA to a daily manual volume accounting system reduced total spill
volume by 77%–96%. Using a similar analysis for unpressurized pipelines, the addition of SCADA
to a manual volume accounting system could reduce the total spill volume by 87%–93%, given
the range of performance observed over eight tests.
Using our model system as a basis, this relative improvement in leak detection performance
comes with costs for both the SCADA system and the necessary communication infrastructure.
Engineering estimates on these costs were developed for the model system by an engineering firm
experienced in this field. Since the cost of different communication options varies so significantly,
a summary cost breakdown for the six-input model pipeline system is provided in Table 16.
The significant variability in these estimates is due almost entirely to the high cost of
installing fiber-optic cable in a retrofit scenario. An engineering estimate for the model system,
which assumed installation of 40 miles of fiber-optic cable, represents the most expensive option
for communications infrastructure. As stated previously, installation of fiber optic, along with
pipeline as part of new construction, has the potential to dramatically decrease the cost. However,
for retrofit applications, this estimate is more representative.

Table 16. Comparison of SCADA and Communication Costs
Radio
Cellular
Fiber-Optic
SCADA Communication Communication Communication
$62,000
–
–
SCADA + Radio $71,000
$43,000 + access
SCADA +
$71,000
–
–
fees
Cellular
SCADA + Fiber
$71,000
–
–
$3,400,000
Optic, Retrofit

Total
$133,000
$114,000
$3,471,000
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Implementation of CPM appears to have resulted in a 96% reduction in spill volume when
compared to what could be achieved with daily volume accounting. This represents an incremental
improvement over SCADA at a cost of $50,000–$100,000 for a six-inlet system similar to the
model described here. However, it is important to remember that CPM can only be implemented
when the instrumentation, software, and communications infrastructure of a SCADA system are
also in place.

CONCLUSIONS
 This field demonstration led to specific improvements in LDS performance for
each system tested.
This state-funded field evaluation resulted in real-world testing of LDS on three
companies’ gathering pipelines. This testing provided each gathering pipeline operator
with valuable information that led to actual improvements to LDS that were made after
testing to improve sensitivity, add functionality, or reduce time to alarm in the event of
a leak. The execution of this project directly contributed to improved leak detection
functionality for multiple gathering networks operated by the three partner companies,
reducing spill risk/liability in excess of the funds expended. It could be valuable for
companies to conduct fluid withdrawal tests as part of an ongoing performance
management plan.

 The addition of LDS can improve response time and reduce the magnitude of a
spill, reducing spill remediation and associated costs.
Findings from the previously completed study and results from this field evaluation
agree and indicate that adding some form of leak detection technology to pipelines for
monitoring the integrity of the pipeline increases the likelihood that a leak will be
identified sooner, that leak magnitude will be reduced (relative to simple daily flow
accounting), and that a leak will be located (if CPM is employed). Indeed, accurate
location will reduce the response time and mitigate the environmental impact. An
investment in LDS can be small, relative to the cost of remediation of large spills.
However, LDS technologies are widely varied in complexity of installation, cost, and
effectiveness. There is no one size fits all solution for all gathering systems. It would
be inappropriate and inaccurate to extrapolate results from this field evaluation to all
gathering systems.
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 Operating pipelines with consistent pressure can reduce slack and improve LDS
performance.
Pressurized gathering pipelines can enable faster leak identification than unpressurized
systems. In many cases, the topography of a region may prevent continuous pressurized
operation because of pipeline pressure design limits. In some of these cases, alternative
approaches may be used to enhance accurate flow balance through the use of backflow
preventers, breakout tanks, or operating sections of a pipeline network under pressurized
conditions. However, it is important to note that selection and design of alternative
approaches will be site-specific.

 Human response to pipeline operation is an important component of leak
detection and needs to be part of an effective pipeline performance management
plan.
This field evaluation project evaluated the performance of LDS and their ability to
identify the occurrence of a leak. It was not within the scope to assess any company’s
effectiveness at responding to notification of a leak. Nonetheless, the human response
to an LDS notification is critical to achieving effective spill response. This human
factor can be enhanced by implementing a control room management document,
identifying responsibilities of employees involved in pipeline operation, and defining
specific control room operator alarm response procedures. Operator training is also
helpful to reduce leak response time.

 No LDS will detect every leak under every condition.
Results from testing each LDS indicated the possibility that leaks could go undetected for
extended periods of time. No LDS is perfect, and no LDS performs perfectly in all system
configurations and all operating situations, but an LDS has potential to decrease the risk
of large, prolonged, undetected pipeline leaks.
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As reported in the EERC’s December 2015 study, “Liquids Gathering Pipelines: A
Comprehensive Analysis,” the importance of LDS is secondary to high-quality
construction, inspection, maintenance, and operation of pipelines and to appropriate
preparation and effective response to leaks that occur. However, as evidenced by
the results of this study, LDS improves the timeliness of leak detection and reduces
the volume of releases. It is therefore prudent that operators consider implementing
LDS. Such consideration can be demonstrated by preparation and implementation
of a formal leak detection plan.
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APPENDIX A
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE PERFORMANCE
METRICS

APR RP 1175
KPIs (key performance indicators) are designed as follows:
1. For direct assessment: informs operators if performance targets are being achieved
2. For diagnostic use: to explain why KPI targets are not being met
LDS performance varies with pipeline state: shut-in, steady-state, transient, column
separation (slack), and different flow rates.
Sensitivity
 Direct assessment
- Average leak threshold over a specified time interval
- Minimum detectable leak size
- Overall leak volume on which the LDS alarmed
Accuracy (tend to vary with flow conditions)
 Direct assessment
- Leak flow rate (size)
- Leak location accuracy
- Leak volume accuracy
 Diagnostic
- Deviation of computed variable values from measured values
- Deviation of estimated parameters (e.g., pipe friction) from plausible values
Reliability
 Direct assessment
- Number of non-leak alarms (false positive indications) over a specified time interval
- Number of missed leak (false negative indications) over a specified time interval
- Time that LDS capability is degraded over a specified period of time
Robustness
 Determined when
- Some LDS capability is not available due to instrument or communications
deficiencies or transient or unusual operating conditions.
- Pipeline performance does not comply with LDS requirements such as shut-in or
column separation conditions.
 Same as all above KPIs.
 Best performed
- Using estimation methods, e.g., API RP 1149.
- On off-line or test systems.
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Example Performance Metric Table
Performance
Metric
KPI
Nonleak alarms
Reliability
Average alarm threshold
Sensitivity
Leak flow rate
Accuracy
Leak location
Nonleak alarms during communication failure (reliability)
Robustness
Degradation in average alarm threshold due to missing measurement
(sensitivity)
Degradation in leak flow rate accuracy due to missing measurement
(accuracy)
NOTE: A KPI (key performance indicator) column may be created for different pipeline states: shut-in, steady-state,
transient, column separation.
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API RP 1130
PERFORMANCE METRICS
1. Reliability: measure of CPM’s ability to report accurate decisions about the existence of a leak
while operating within established CPM design parameters.
2. Sensitivity: composite measure—related to a leak’s size and the system’s time-to-alarm—of a
system’s capability to detect and notify operators of a leak.
3. Accuracy: validity of CPM estimates of leak characteristics, e.g., flow rate, total volume
released, type of fluid released, leak location.
4. Robustness: measure of a CPM’s ability to continue to function and provide useful information
under conditions outside of those for which the system was designed; conditions include
unexpected pipeline operation or incorrect or missing data required by the CPM.
Test methods
 Preferred type: actual or simulated commodity removal.
 Possible method:
1. Withdrawal of test quantities of commodity
2. Altering CPM configuration or SCADA inputs to simulate commodity loss or hydraulic
condition
3. Altering instrument output that is critical to the CPM
 Actual or simulated leak location and rate may be varied to improve confidence in test
results.
Test records should consider including the following:
 Date, time, and duration of test
 Explanations of the need for the test, its methodology, and choice of parameters
 Method, location, and description of the commodity withdrawn
 Operating conditions during test
 Details describing any alarms generated during the test
 Analysis of performance of CPM and operators (if evaluated)
Provision should be made against any alarm, parameter, and/or sensor being inhibited
without just cause. An audit trail of changes should be implemented.
Appendix C contains pertinent text from API Publication 1155 regarding CPM metrics
 Ideal leak detection system
- Always and immediately detects any leak that might occur and never incorrectly declares
a leak.
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- Always and immediately provides an accurate estimate of the location and size of any
leak.
 Any appraisal of leak detection system performance involves an assessment of various tradeoffs that should be made when the system is installed.
 Specification and prioritization of metrics
- Three steps to establishing CPM performance targets
1. Identification of legal, contractual, or regulatory requirements related to leak
detection.
2. Characterization of the pipeline in terms of possible leak mechanisms and their
likelihood.
3. Assess potential costs associated with incorrectly declared leak alarms, missed alarms,
late alarms, and any other deviation from ideal LDS performance.
- Ultimately performance metrics are prioritized and specific performance criteria (KPIs)
are established.
Example: Ranking of Performance Metrics
Performance Metric
Sensitivity
Accuracy
Reliability
Robustness

Importance or Priority (Ranked 1 to 4)

Example: Performance Criteria or KPI
Performance Metric
Performance Criteria (or KPI)
Minimum detectable leak rate
Sensitivity
Minimum detectable leak volume
Maximum volume loss prior to alarm
Response time for a small leak
Response time for a large leak
Leak flow rate error
Accuracy
Leak volume error
Leak location error
Incorrect leak alarm declaration rate (overall)
Reliability
Incorrect leak alarm declaration (steady-state conditions)
Incorrect leak alarm declaration (transient conditions)
Incorrect leak alarm declaration (shut-in conditions)
Startup stabilization period
Robustness
Loss of sensitivity due to a pipeline state change (e.g., pump or valve state)
Loss of function due to outage (e.g., pressure, temperature, flow
measurements)
Loss of function due to state change (e.g., pump or valve state)
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APPENDIX B
GENERALIZED FLUID WITHDRAWAL TEST PLAN

GENERALIZED FWT PLAN
EERC FLUID WITHDRAWAL TEST (FWT)
Fluid Withdrawal Test Responsibilities
 Participating industrial partner will coordinate and conduct all of the field activities to ensure a
safe and productive test.
 Participating industrial partner will be responsible for the allocation of required personnel and
acquisition of all necessary equipment for conducting each FWT, including trucks and/or
tankage for storage and transport of the withdrawn fluids, any pumps, etc.
 The Energy & Environmental Research Center (EERC) will provide a fluid withdrawal skid
consisting of connection fittings to pipeline, flow and pressure measurement instruments, and
hose for connection from pipeline to the EERC FWT measurement skid.
 The EERC has a 6-ft flexible steel braided hose rated to 300 psig that will connect participating
industrial partner’s pipeline to the metering skid. The flexible hose has a 1-in. NPT male fitting
for connection to participating industrial partner’s pipeline.
 The EERC requires that the pipeline utilized for withdrawal will have two 1” valves in series
from the pipeline to which the EERC metering skid will connect: one ball valve and one valve
appropriate for throttling flow (gate or globe valve). The outlet of the metering skid also has a
1-in. NPT fitting to enable connection to a tank truck. Hose and fittings for connection to the
tanker truck are to be provided by participating industrial partner or the truck operator. Making
the physical connection of the FWT skid to the pipeline and to the tank truck will be conducted
by participating industrial partner personnel.
 The EERC will provide personnel to document and record the FWT activities for reporting
purposes. All FWT reporting documentation developed by the EERC will be reviewed by
participating industrial partner for accuracy and anonymity (if desired) prior to finalizing in a
report format.
 At the completion of the each FWT, participating industrial company and the EERC will review
the activity for any improvements that may be made or alterations needed for upcoming FWTs
to ensure quality data collection and enhance the safety of personnel and the environment.

SCADA AND LEAK DETECTION SYSTEM TEST MONITORING
An EERC team member will monitor performance of participating industrial partner systems
during testing. The purpose of the monitoring is to understand how the systems are designed to
perform and how they actually perform, as well as to identify data required for reporting
performance. Ideally the EERC member will:
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 Have access to a workstation capable of displaying graphics, logs, and data that pipeline
operators use to operate gathering pipelines.
 Have access to participating industrial partner experts who can explain:
- Design and behavior of the SCADA and leak detection system (LDS).
- Historical experience of the LDS with respect to false positive LDS alarms.
- Actual and expected operator response to test conditions.
 Have a posttest meeting with participating industrial partner experts immediately at the
conclusion of the test to review the systems’ performances during the test.
The EERC will work with participating industrial partner to identify data to be considered
for inclusion in EERC report of the testing.

Fluid Withdrawal Test Procedure
 EERC and participating industrial partner personnel will meet at the FWT site 1 hour prior to
test initiation.
 Perform visual inspection of the site to verify site safety and preparedness.
 Confirm that the tank truck is at site and ready to receive fluid released from pipeline at planned
flow rate.
 Remove EERC metering skid from trailer and place near fluid withdrawal valve outlet.
 Level EERC meter skid.
 Connect laptop logger to EERC meter skid.
 Connect freshwater hose from EERC freshwater pump to metering skid and from metering skid
to truck (200-bbl capacity—to be confirmed with participating industrial partner).
 Flood metering skid with freshwater and confirm operation and calibration of fluid flowmeter
and logging to laptop for accurate measurement of fluid withdrawal.
 Disconnect freshwater supply hose from meter skid. Establish hose connection from pipeline
to FWT meter skid—ensure truck is open to atmosphere to avoid pulling a vacuum on the meter
skid.
 Sync computer clock to cell phone time.

START OF FIRST TEST – FLOW/VOLUME IMBALANCE TEST
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 Start logging EERC fluid withdrawal skid data; set filename on EERC laptop logger to
C:\meter_date.txt.
 Assuming two valves at pipeline connection, open first valve closest to pipeline (ball valve) to
full open position while maintaining second valve (throttle valve) in closed position.
 Open second valve on pipeline slowly to begin fluid withdrawal. Adjust flow to match
prescribed flow rate of 50 bbl/hr (desired flow rate to be suggested by participating industrial
partner).
 Confirm and record fluid flow rate.
 Continue fluid withdrawal (150 bbl) for predetermined time of 3 hours (desired test duration to
be determined in collaboration with participating industrial partner).
 Continuously verify that connections from pipeline to fluid receptacle remain sealed throughout
FWT.

END OF FIRST TEST DURATION
Test will be concluded by the confirmation of a leak from the control room operator. If the
predetermined duration of the FWT has been reached and the control room has not signaled a leak,
continue the test for an additional 25% of the initial time duration, then conclude test.
 Close pipeline valve, stopping flow of fluid from pipeline to fluid receptacle.
 Validate time of test end with mobile electric power (MEP) control room.
 Break for a period of 1 hour to allow participating industrial partner to reset monitoring systems
for second test and to let system equilibrate. This time should also be used to change receiver
trucks, as the first truck will have nearly filled. (see procedure described earlier in this document
to connect to new truck).

START OF SECOND TEST – LOW FLOW RATE
 Start logging EERC fluid withdrawal skid data; set filename on laptop logger to
C:\meter_date_2.txt
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 Assuming two valves at pipeline connection, open first valve closest to pipeline (ball valve) to
full open position while maintaining second valve (throttle valve) in closed position.
 Open second valve on pipeline slowly to begin fluid withdrawal. Adjust flow to match
prescribed flow rate of 21.4 bbl/hr (desired flow rate to be suggested by participating industrial
partner).
 Confirm and record fluid flow rate.
 Continue fluid withdrawal for predetermined time of 30 minutes (approximately 10.5 bbl) or
until such time as participating industrial company control room has identified the trend
indicating an alarm will occur if the fluid withdrawal were to continue (desired test duration to
be determined in collaboration with participating industrial partner).
 Continuously verify that connections from pipeline to fluid receptacle remain sealed throughout
FWT.
Test will be concluded by the confirmation of an identifiable leak trend/indication but prior
to alarm from the control room operator. If the predetermined duration of the FWT has been
reached and the control room has not signaled a leak, continue the test for an additional 30 minutes,
then conclude test.
 Close pipeline valve, stopping flow of fluid from pipeline to fluid receptacle.
 Validate time of test end with MEP Control room.
 Break for a period of 1 hour to allow participating industrial partner to reset monitoring systems
for second test and to let system equilibrate.

START OF THIRD TEST – SUDDEN RELEASE RESPONSE TEST





Set the throttle valve to 5.7-bbl/hr withdrawal rate.
Close pipeline valve and wait 4 minutes for equilibrium.
When control room is ready, open pipeline valve quickly to record pressure spike.
Run fluid withdrawal at this rate for 3 minutes (0.3 bbl).






Set throttle valve to 10.7 bbl/hr.
Close pipeline valve and wait 4 minutes for equilibrium.
Open pipeline valve quickly to record pressure spike.
Run fluid withdrawal at this rate for 3 minutes (0.5 bbl).

 Set throttle valve to 28.6 bbl/hr.
 Close pipeline valve and wait 4 minutes for equilibrium.
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 Open pipeline valve quickly to record pressure spike.
 Run fluid withdrawal at this rate for 3 minutes (1.4 bbl).





Set throttle valve to 57.1 bbl/hr.
Close pipeline valve and wait 4 minutes for equilibrium.
Open pipeline valve quickly to record pressure spike.
Run fluid withdrawal at this rate for 3 minutes (2.8 bbl).







Set throttle valve to 75.7 bbl/hr.
Close pipeline valve and wait 4 minutes for equilibrium.
Open pipeline valve quickly to record pressure spike.
Run fluid withdrawal at this rate for 3 minutes (3.8 bbl).
Close pipeline valve.

 Drain fluid from EERC metering skid and connection hoses.
 Verify total fluid withdrawn and duration of FWT.
 Flush fluid withdrawal skid with freshwater to avoid damaging meter and allow components to
demobilize.
At the conclusion of the FWT, review the test procedure for any improvements that can be
implemented in successive FWT to enhance safety and protocol.
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APPENDIX C
ANNULAR SPACE LEAK DETECTION TEST PLAN

START OF FLEXSTEEL ANNULAR SPACE TEST
 On Day 2, Company C, the pipeline vendor, and the Energy & Environmental Research Center
(EERC) will ensure all team members are ready to perform the annular space gas diffusion test.
 Once the team is ready, Company C1 personnel will open the ball valve on the pipeline annular
space pressure monitoring station.
 Company C1 and the pipeline vendor will record the pressure drop with time on all of the
remaining pressure monitors. This information will be used to establish a gas diffusion rate in
the annular space for this particular pipe size, location, and condition.
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APPENDIX D
COMPANY B2 TEST REPORT
NOTE: Pipeline operator company names, gathering pipeline system names, and wellsite names
have been redacted to honor the agreement with participating pipeline operators to keep their
information confidential.

EERC NOTE:
The EERC presents this test report produced by Company B2 in its
entirety. Content has been untouched by the EERC, except to
redact text that would reveal the identity of Company B1 (including
company names, well names, gathering system names, etc.)
Data from this report was utilized in the EERC's analysis, but this
report represents a completely independent analysis of Company
B2's LDS performance on Company B1's gathering pipeline
systems.
Company B1 removed any mention of their name from this report.
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1. Overview
The Leak Detection System was installed and tested to take part in a LDS evaluation for the
Energy and Environmental Research Center of North Dakota. The test was carried out on two of
’s produced water gathering networks. The purpose of the test was to perform a
technology evaluation of the Leak Detection system.
Tests were to be conducted during a variety of conditions: running, shut-in, and transient
operations.
The system was tuned prior to any physical withdrawals and installed onto the Leak Detection
server to see how it would react in detecting the leaks. Once the data was tuned for the typical
data, and all false alarms were removed, the LDS sensitivity was increased to optimize for the
best all round performance; this is, no false alarms with the smallest minimum leak size and the
shortest detection time for this minimum leak. The Leak Detection System was able to
successfully detect all of the leak withdrawals on both systems.
This report reviews the performance of the Leak Detection System during the leak tests.
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2. Implementation
2.1

Overview

The first pipeline monitored during the leak trial was
The
pipeline is a
produced water gathering network with 41 inlets that delivers to
SWD. The pipeline has
a nominal outside diameter (OD) of 4.5 inches to 6.5 inches, depending on the pipeline
section, a chain length of approximately 69.3 miles, and variations in elevation of between
2100 feet to 2400 feet above sea level. Each LACT unit has a flow, pressure, temperature,
pump status, and accumulator tag. This information is based on the
provided
documents, including pipeline GIS data, tag lists, and information gathered from various
meetings. Overview diagrams of the system can be seen below in Figures 1 and 2.
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SW Gathering System (cont.)
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2.2

Overview

The second pipeline monitored during the leak trial was
The
pipeline is a produced water gathering network with 21 inlets that’s delivers to
SWD.
The pipeline has a nominal outside diameter (OD) of 4.5 inches to 6.5 inches, depending on
the pipeline section, a chain length of approximately 28.7 miles, and variations in elevation of
between 2100 feet to 2400 feet above sea level. Each LACT unit has a flow, pressure,
temperature, pump status, and accumulator tag. This information is based on the
provided documents, including pipeline GIS data, tag lists, and information gathered from
various meetings. An overview diagram of the system can be seen below in Figure 3.
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2.3

Physical Implementation

The Leak Detection software was installed on a server in
provided by
.
All support was done remotely and easily completed by the client. was not required to go on site
for any assistance.

2.4

Software Implementation

The Leak Detection system was installed onto the server as a Windows service. By doing so,
the LDS can run in the system background without requiring a user login and can automatically
startup in the case of a system reboot.

2.5

LDS Tuning

There were two separate Instances configured on the
tuning:

pipelines, each with its own

1)
2)
For both
and
the set-up of the leak detection configuration was the same,
one dynamic LDU for running and another for shut-in for both pipelines. LDS tuning requires
data collection of running pipeline data for at least 30 days to observe different operating
scenarios. During this time Leak Detection personnel highlighted any issues seen in the data to
(i.e dead band).

2.6

Implementation Timeline

The dates below detail the timeline of the project:
August 1st 2015 – Contract with EERC Issued
March 14 2016 – Kick off meeting with EERC and
March 25 2016 –

provided remote access to the server

March 28 2016 – Leak Detection software was installed on the server
April 18th 2016 – Data Collection begins
April 18th 2016 to June 1st 2016 – notifies

of any issues seen in the data

June 1 2016 – completes its final tuning (~6 weeks of tuning)
st

June 28th 2016 – 3 leak withdrawals from
June 29th 2016 – 2 leak dynamic withdrawals and 2 static withdrawals from
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3. Introduction
LDS is a real-time leak detection system. Typically, it is installed on a stand-alone PC/server or
in a redundant configuration. On initialization, LDS will automatically establish communication
with the OPC server so that regular transfers of information can take place. At regular intervals,
LDS reads raw data (instrument readings) from the OPC server, processes this data and returns
the alarm status, leak size and location along with relevant information back to the SCADA/DCS
via OPC. The more detailed information is sent to the SQL database, which may be trended as
necessary via the engineering interface.

3.1

Data Validation

The first thing that LDS will do is check the instrument readings for validity. If they are not valid,
a data fault is flagged. Typical data faults include instrument readings out of range and stuck.
This data validation is an important part of the LDS: faulty readings can easily be misdiagnosed
as a leak, resulting in nuisance alarms.

3.2

Leak Detection and location

The leak detection algorithm uses a statistical technique to determine if the instrument readings
are characteristic of a leak. If the statistical test indicates that a leak appears to be present, the
probability factors (Lambdas) will begin to rise accordingly. A further pattern recognition test is
applied to analyze whether the current measurement behavior is caused by an operational
change. If so, the system changes the operational status and allows the leak detection system
more time before generating a leak alarm. Once the Lambdas climb above zero, a Hi alarm is
triggered, and once they reach +4.6 a HiHi alarm is generated and sent to the SCADA/DCS via
OPC.
When a leak is detected, LDS starts to estimate the size and location of the leak. This is
important, as it allows operations staff to assess the severity of the leak, and the type of
response that is required.

3.3

Learning

LDS monitors the pipeline continuously, adapting itself to changes in the pipeline and
instrumentation system. As the pipeline ages, the internal surfaces will roughen and the pipeline
resistance to flow increases. LDS monitors this change, and adapts its leak location algorithm
accordingly.
Likewise, as the instrumentation system ages, the zero offsets of the instrument readings will
drift due to changes in the mechanical and electronic components of the instrumentation system.
LDS monitors these changes, and adapts its leak detection algorithm accordingly.
These adaptation routines are set to adapt slowly, so that the danger of a leak being ‘tuned out’
by the on-line learning algorithm is minimized. The adaptation routines are disabled when a
potential leak is detected, as they are intended to learn the leak-free state, not the leak state.
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3.4

Shut In

The LDS relies on pressure and flow measurements to know whether the line is running, shut
in, or slack. Most pipelines will be much more stable during shut in conditions and can have
improved sensitivity. The LDS uses this status to improve the sensitivity during shut in
conditions.
For LDS, the pressure readings at either end are corrected for elevation, and if the flow readings
are equal to or around zero, then the shut in mode is set. This requires that the pressure
sensors at either end of the pipeline are not isolated from each other by valves, check-valves, or
slack sections.

3.5

Normal Running Operations

Figure 4 below shows typical operations for
operations for

and Figure 5 below shows normal

Total Flow Out

Total Flow In

Pressures

Lambdas; Alarm

Figure 4:

Normal Operations
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Figure 5:

Normal Operations
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4. Leak Detection Sensitivity Estimates
The Leak size estimates are expected to have an accuracy of ±5% of real leak size or better
provided that all instrumentation is available and no communication issues exist with each of the
sites.
Based upon the site data that was collected and tuned, the leak detection capability of the LDS
should meet the performance criteria for each pipeline described below, under steady state
conditions, when the LDS is in Normal state (i.e. Operational Status = 0). Leak size percentages
for dynamic LDUs are based upon the agreed nominal flow rate that is set for each Leak
Detection Unit (LDU). Therefore, the minimum detectable leak size is a fixed volume. Leak size
estimates for static LDUs are based upon the rate of change of the average pressure when a
pressure drop occurs in the section monitored by the LDU.
Pipeline flow instability will cause pipeline transients to be detected; during the period of the
instability the leak detection time will increase but the minimum detectable leak size will remain
the same. The period and ‘weight’ of the adjustment will depend on the length and the
magnitude of the pipeline transient. During the tuning period, if rate instability is observed by the
LDS, it can be tuned in order to reject the possibility of this causing a false alarm and thus
making the system more robust. The presence of slack line in the pipeline may reduce sensitivity
or inhibit the LDS.
During the data collection period, it has been observed that transients may frequently occur on
the pipeline. During the transient periods, the system adjusts its detection time as to avoid false
alarms. Transients can be defined on this system by set point changes that occur at either an
inlet site, or the outlet disposal.

4.1
During the data collection period, it has been observed that transients may frequently occur on
the pipeline. During the transient periods, the system adjusts its detection time as to avoid false
alarms without changing the minimum detectable leak size.
Leak Detection Sensitivity Estimates (During Steady State Pipeline Operation)
Lambda (λ)
Leak Size (BPH)
Detection Time (min)
λ1
28.5
170
λ2
33
120
λ3
36
100
λ4
39
70
λ5
60
12
λ6
90
4
λ7
120
2
Table 1:

Dynamic Performance

Note: This sensitivity is much worse than what normally experiences on gathering networks and
the insensitivity was due to problems with the instrumentation as described in previous
correspondence with the EERC.
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Leak Detection Sensitivity Estimates (During Steady State Pipeline Operation)
Lambda (λ)
Leak Size (Rate of change of average pressure)
Detection Time (min)
λ1
0.2
3
λ2
0.3
2
λ3
0.4
1
Table 2:

Static Performance

4.2
During the data collection period, it has been observed that transients may frequently occur on
the pipeline. During the transient periods, the system adjusts its sensitivity as to avoid false
alarms.
Leak Detection Sensitivity Estimates (During Steady State Pipeline Operation)
Lambda (λ)
Leak Size (BPH)
Detection Time (min)
λ1
10
120
λ2
20
60
λ3
30
30
λ4
37.5
20
λ5
50
12
λ6
75
6
λ7
100
3
Table 3:

Dynamic Performance

Note: This sensitivity is much worse than what LDS normally experiences on gathering
networks and the insensitivity was due to problems with the instrumentation as described in
previous correspondence with the EERC.
Leak Detection Sensitivity Estimates (During Steady State Pipeline Operation)
Lambda (λ)
Leak Size (Rate of change of average pressure)
Detection Time (min)
λ1
0.0003
1
λ2
0.0006
0.75
λ3
0.001
0.5
Table 4:

Static Performance
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4.3

Typical Performances on Gathering System

We are normally able to achieve better performances on gathering networks. In the case of
gathering networks there were many different issues that hindered performance. A few
of the issues that were seen include: deadband of 5bph on flow meters and 5psig on pressure
meters, flow and pressure meters with different scan rates 20s vs 10s, and large oscillations of
flow (+-100 bph per scan ) and pressure (+-100 psig per scan). Table 5 below shows the typical
performance we normally achieve without these issues on gathering networks.

Leak Detection Sensitivity Estimates (During Steady State Pipeline Operation)
Lambda (λ)
Leak Size (BPH)
Detection Time (min)
λ1
4
60
λ2
8
30
λ3
16
20
λ4
40
8
λ5
80
4
λ6
120
2
λ7
160
1
Table 5: Typical Gathering Network Performance
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5. Leak Tests Results
5.1
The
Leak Trial took place on June 28th at the field in North Dakota. Three Leak tests
were conducted at this time sizes 55, 35, and 22 BPH. was able to detect all three leaks.
Leak Test Record
Leak
End Time
Location Pipeline State
(HH:mm:ss)
(mi)
8:09:15
0.000
Dynamic

1.

Leak
Rate
(BPH)
55

2.

35

09:15:05

09:59:15

0.41

Dynamic

3.

22

11:00:05

03:49:05

Dynamic

Leak
Rate
(BPH)
55

Detection
Time
(hh:mm:ss)
99:10

Quoted
Time
(mm:ss)
60:00

0.000
Results
Leak
Location
(mi
N/A

#

#
1.

Start Time
(HH:mm:ss)
06:30:05

Configuration

35

44:10

100:00

0.41

_D

3.

22

04:49:00

NA

NA

_D

5.1.1

Comment

_D

2.

Table 6:

Comment

For Leak Location
Please See
Figure Error!
Bookmark not
defined. 8
This leak test was
below the minimum
leak size

Leak Results

Leak Test 1 (35 GPM)

The first leak test was started at 06:30:05 AM server time, an EERC-triggered controlled release
of produced water, with target rate of 35 gallons per minute (50 barrels per hour). The pipeline
inlet flow from multiple LACT sites totaled approximately 240 barrels per hour and the outlet flow
at
1
SWD measured 180 barrels per hour at the start of the withdrawal. FigureError!
Bookmark not defined. 6 below shows the system response during the leak test.
At 06:30:05 AM, the leak was initiated near the
site, and a pressure drop is not seen
throughout the pipeline due to three LACT units also being started up during this time
,
, and
. This caused the line to pack and pressure to increase and
delayed the outlet flow to react. The system produced a Hi alarm at 8:09:15, 1 hour 39 minutes
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and 10 seconds after the leak started, and a HiHi alarm at 08:17:45 AM, 1 hour 47 minutes and
40 seconds after the leak.
The system estimated the leak rate of 52 barrels per hour at the time of the HiHi alarm until the
leak rate became steady at 50 barrels per hour. At this time, the system also estimated a leak
volume of 41 barrels.
The Leak starts
No pressure drop
Total Flow In
Total Flow out

Pressures

Lambda Rise

Hi Alarm

Lambdas;
Alarm
HiHi Alarm

Figure 6:

5.1.2

Leak Test 1 (35 GPM)

Leak Test 2 (24.5 GPM)

The second leak test was started at 09:15:05 AM server time, an EERC-triggered controlled
release of produced water, with target rate of 24.5 gallons per minute (35 barrels per hour). The
pipeline inlet flow from multiple LACT sites totaled approximately 280 barrels per hour and the
outlet flow at
12-11 SWD measured 265 barrels per hour at the start of the withdrawal.
FigureError! Bookmark not defined. 7 below shows the system response during the leak test.
At 09:15:05 AM, the leak was initiated near the
site and a pressure drop is seen
predominantly near this area. Again, the outlet flow did not immediately react due to the distance
of the withdrawal from the outlet flow meter, but the lambdas react due to the pressure drop. At
09:59:15 AM, the system produced a Hi alarm, 44 minutes and 10 seconds after the leak
started, and a HiHi alarm at 10:03:35 AM, 48 minutes and 30 seconds after the leak.
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The system estimated the leak rate of 36 barrels per hour at the time of the HiHi alarm until the
leak rate became steady at 50 barrels per hour. At this time, the system also estimated a leak
volume of 36.9 barrels.
The location of the leak pressure section was given at branch 14. The relative leak location
within this section was given as 0.41 miles from the Junction of
seen on
Figure 8 below.

Total Flow In

Total Flow out

Pressures

Lambda Rise

Hi Alarm

Lambdas;
Alarm

HiHi Alarm

Figure 7:

Leak Test 2 (24.5 GPM)
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5.1.3

Leak Test 3 (15 GPM)

On June 28th, 2016 at 11:00 AM server time, the third withdrawal was performed by the EERC
on the
gathering system, with target rate of 15 gallons per minute (22 barrels per
hour). The pipeline inlet flow from multiple LACT sites totaled approximately 185 barrels per hour
and the outlet flow at
measured 180 barrels per hour at the start of the withdrawal. Figure 9
below shows the system response during the leak test and the lambdas rise accordingly.
At 11:00:05 AM, the leak was initiated at the
site, and a pressure drop is seen along
the pipeline. Due to time constraints, the leak was stopped after a reasonable amount of time
had passed with the lambdas increasing. Extrapolating the lambda one value, which appeared
to be the quickest to converge on 4.6, the system would have produced a HiHi alarm at
approximately 03:49 PM. It is important to note that this linear extrapolation assumes a relatively
constant apparent leak size in steady state, which is difficult to achieve with a gathering system.

Total Flow In

Total Flow out
Pressures

Leak
Stopped

Lambda Rise

Figure 9:

Leak Test 3 (15 GPM)
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5.2
The leak trial on the
produced water gathering network was performed on the
June 29th, 2016 and was monitored from the
Control Room in
. The leak
tests conducted on the
pipeline were of various target leak rates and operating
conditions, including both dynamic and static line conditions. Each leak was initiated at the
site at the northwest branch of the pipeline. was able to detect every leak
performed on the
pipeline.

#

Leak
Rate
(BPH)

Start Time
(HH:mm:ss)

1.

50

06:23:11

2.

22

11:00:01

#

Leak
Rate
(BPH)

Detection Time
(mm:ss)

3.

50

17:10

4.

22

46:30

Leak Test Record
End
Leak
Time
Location
(HH:mm: (section,
ss)
mi)
09:17
41, 0mi
11:49:11
41, 0mi
Results
Leak
Quoted
Location
Time
(section,
(mm:ss)
mi)
40,
12:00
0.68mi
60:00

Table 7:

5.2.1

Pipeline
State

Comment

Dynamic
Dynamic

Configur
ation

N/A

_D
_D

Comment
For leak location see
Figure 11
Leak test not
performed to HiHi
alarm

Dynamic Leak Results

Leak Test (35 GPM)

At 06:23:05 AM server time, an EERC-triggered controlled release of produced water, with target
rate of 35 gallons per minute (50 barrels per hour). The pipeline inlet flow from multiple LACT
sites totaled approximately 78.0 barrels per hour and the outlet flow at
SWD measured
78.5 barrels per hour at the start of the withdrawal. Figure 10 below shows the system response
during the leak test and the lambdas rise accordingly.
At 06:23:11 AM, the system recognized that the leak was initiated, and a pressure drop is seen
throughout the pipeline. Initially, the outlet flow did not react to the withdrawal due to the
distance of test point from the outlet flow meter. The pressure drop was enough to make the
Leak Detection system react, seen in the lambdas raise, even in the absence of a large flow
difference. At 06:40:21 AM, the system produced a Hi alarm, 17 minutes and 10 seconds after
the leak started, and a HiHi alarm at 06:49:31 AM, 26 minutes and 20 seconds after the leak.
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The system estimated the leak rate of 36.68 barrels per hour at the time of the HiHi alarm until
the leak rate became steady at 50 barrels per hour. At the time of alarm, the system also
estimated a leak volume of 14.15 barrels.
The location of the leak pressure section was given at branch 40, between the
and the
site, marked on Figure 13 in below. The relative leak location
within this section was given as 0.68 miles from the
site, 1.3 miles away for
, marked on Figure 11 below.
At 7:07 AM, the
pressure meter was removed from the line, which decreased
the pressure to near zero psi. At 7:24 AM, the pressure value rapidly grew to over 800 psi, an
operation which the
control room confirmed as pressure meter testing. This event was
seen by the system but did not heavily affect the leak test as the system has been tuned to cope
with the abnormally high pressure readings. This was accomplished by placing range validators
on flow and pressure reading to what was normally seen by the system during the tuning period.
At approximately 09:17 AM, the withdrawal on the
pipeline was stopped. The
system estimated a total leak volume of 126 barrels at the time withdrawal had ended.
Leak Test Start
Total Flow In

Glimm Pressure Test

Total Flow Out

Pressures
Lambda Rise
Lambdas

HiHi Alarm
Hi Alarm

Figure 10:

Alarm
Leak Test 1 (35 GPM)
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Figure 11: Leak Location of
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e SWD is LDS Outlet (Delivery point for pipeline)
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Leak Test 1 (35 GPM)

Leak Test (15 GPM)

At 11:00 AM server time, the second withdrawal was performed by the EERC on the
gathering system, with target rate of 15 gallons per minute (22 barrels per hour). The
withdrawal was again initiated at the
site. The pipeline inlet flow from
multiple LACT sites totaled approximately 51.5 barrels per hour and the outlet flow at
SWD measured 51.8 barrels per hour at the start of the withdrawal. Figure 12 below shows the
system response during the leak test and the lambdas rise accordingly.
At 11:00:01 AM, the system recognized that the leak was initiated, and a pressure drop is seen
predominantly at the northwest branch. Again, the outlet flow did not immediately react due to
the distance of the withdrawal from the outlet flow meter, but the lambdas reacted due to the
pressure drop. At 11:46:31 AM, the system produced a Hi alarm, 46 minutes and 30 seconds
after the leak started. The apparent leak size at the time of alarm was approximately 19.5 barrels
per hour.
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The EERC did not conduct the second leak test on the
system to HiHi alarm due
to time constraints. Extrapolating the lambda one value, which appeared to be the quickest to
converge on 4.6, the system would have produced a HiHi alarm at approximately 12:02 PM, 1
hour and 2 minutes after the leak started. It is important to note that this linear extrapolation
assumes a relatively constant apparent leak size in steady state, which is difficult to achieve with
a gathering system. This interpolation of lambda one to HiHi alarm is plotted on Figure 13 below.
Leak Test Start

Total Flow In
Total Flow Out

Pressures

Lambda Rise

Figure 12:

Alarm
Lambdas

Hi Alarm

Leak Test 2 (15 GPM)
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Figure 13:

Leak Test 2 HiHi Alarm Estimate
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5.2.3

Static Leak Test

At 11:49 AM, the pumps on the
line where shut off to allow the static Leak
Detection Unit (LDU) to become active. The system’s static leak detection becomes active once
all the flow rates are below 5 barrels per hour while the average pressure in the line is still above
14.7 psi. Once the static LDU became active, EERC performed two static leak withdrawals at the
site.

#

Leak
Rate
(BPH)

Start Time
(HH:mm:ss)

5.

N/A

12:39:11

6.

N/A

12:54:21

#

Leak
Rate
(BPH)

Detection Time
(mm:ss)

7.

N/A

00:10

8.

N/A

00:20

Leak Test Record
Leak
End
Location
Time
(section,
(HH:mm)
mi)
12:42
41, 0mi

Pipeline
State

Comment

Static

12:55

Table 8:

41, 0mi
Static
Results
Leak
Quoted
Location
Configur
Time
(section,
ation
(mm:ss)
mi)
39,
00:30
0.68mi
S
39,
00:30
0.68mi
S
Dynamic Leak Results

Comment
For leak location see
Figure 16
For leak location see
Figure 16

At 12:39:11 PM, a static leak was initiated a target withdrawal rate at 15 gallons per minute (20
barrels per hour), and a pressure drop is seen predominantly at the northwest branch of the
pipeline. The Leak Detection System reacted to the pressure drop and went into HiHi alarm in
the same scan leak was initiated (10 seconds). Figure 14 below shows the system response
during the leak test and the lambdas rise accordingly.
Static leak size is proportional to the magnitude of the pressure drop seen by the system. The
pressure drop estimated by the Leak Detection System had an average magnitude of 21.5
barrels per hour.
The leak location estimates for static leaks are similar to the dynamic algorithm. Once a leak
begins, the pressure along the pipeline will drop beginning at the point of the leak and the
magnitude of the pressure drop will be largest at the leak position. A pressure wave will then
propagate along the pipeline and will subsequently be observed at the pressure meters that are
closer to the leak in a shorter period of time than those that are further away from the leak,
thereby allowing the position of the leak to be calculated. At the time of alarm, the system
estimated a leak size of 13 barrels per hour and leak location of 0.35 miles within section 39.
Figure 15 below shows the system response during the leak test and the leak location is marked
on Figure 16 below.
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At 12:54:21 PM, the second static leak was initiated with a target withdrawal rate of 8 gallons per
minute (11.43 barrels per hour), and the pressure drop is seen by the system. The system
reacted to the pressure drop and went into HiHi alarm in two scans (20 seconds). At the time of
alarm, the system estimated a leak size of 13 barrels per hour and leak location of 0.33 miles
within section 39. Figure 15 below shows the system response during the leak test and the leak
location is marked on Figure 16 below.

Leak Test Start

dpBar

Pressures
Lambda Rise
Lambdas

HiHi Alarm

Alarm
Figure 14:

Static Leak Test 1

Leak Test Start

dpBar

Pressures
Lambdas

Lambda Rise

Alarm
HiHi Alarm

Figure 15:

Static Leak Test 2
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6. Conclusion
The LDS was tuned for six weeks and ran without false alarms prior to the tests. The LDS was
capable of detecting different sized leaks on
’s
and
gathering
networks, during a physical withdrawal. The smallest leak detected by the LDS in flowing
conditions for
was a 24.5 gallons per minute withdrawal rate. The smallest leak detected
by the LDS in flowing conditions for
was a 15 gallons per minute withdrawal rate.
All the static leak withdrawals were successfully and accurately detected by the LDS.
We would like to thank the Energy and Environmental Research Center and
for allowing us to participate in this trial.
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